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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DESIGN OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC 
TURBINE ROTOR BlADES WITH BOUNDARY-LAYER CORRECTION 
by Louis J. Goldman  and  V incent  J. S c u l l i n  
Lewis  Research  Center 
SUMMARY 
A FORTRAN IV computer  program  for  the  design of two-dimensional  supersonic 
rotor  blade  sections  corrected  for  boundary-layer  displacement  thickness is presented. 
The  ideal  rotor is designed  by  the  method of characteristics  to  produce  vortex flow 
within  the  blade  passage.  The  boundary-layer  parameters are calculated  by  Cohen  and 
Reshotko's  method for  laminar flow and  Sasman  and  Cresci's  method  for  turbulent flow. 
The  program  input  consists  essentially of the  blade surface Mach  number  distribution 
and  total flow conditions.  The  primary output is the  corrected b1ad.e profile  and  the 
boundary-layer  parameters. 
INTRODUCTION 
Methods  for  the  design of supersonic  turbines  for  possible  use in  turbopump  and 
open-cycle  auxiliary  power  systems,  where  high-energy  fluids are used  and high pres-  
sure   ra t ios  are available, have recently become of interest.  The  method of character-  
ist ics as applied  to the two-dimensional  isentropic flow of a perfect  gas  can be used  for 
the  design of the  supersonic  blading.  Computer  programs  for  the  isentropic  design of 
two-dimensional  supersonic  nozzles  and  rotor blade sections  have  been  described in 
references 1 and 2, respectively. A computer program for the design of two- 
dimensional  supersonic  nozzles with  boundary-layer  correction is described  in refer- 
ence 3. 
This  report  presents a computer  program  for  the  design of supersonic  rotor  blades 
where  losses are accounted  for  by  correcting  the  rotor  profile  for  boundary-layer  dis- 
placement  thickness.  The  ideal  rotor  blade  profile is obtained by  using  the  computer 
program  described  in  reference 2. Bmndary-layer  parameters are calculated by using 
the  computer  program  described  in  reference 4. The final  rotor blade profile is then 
obtained  by  adding  the  displacement  thicknesses  to  the ideal blade coordinates.  The 
program  described  herein is essentially a modified  combination of the two programs 
described  in  references 2 and 4. 
The  boundary-layer  parameters  (displacement  and  momentum  thicknesses) are also 
used  to  calculate  the  conditions  downstream of the  rotor after the flow has  mixed  to a 
uniform  state.  The  procedure  described  in  reference 5 is used  for  this  purpose. 
This  report   presents a description of the  input  and  output  and a complete FOR- 
TRAN lV listing of the  program. A brief description of the  computer  program  and 
method of design is also given. An example of the  program output is included  to  indicate 
the  use of the  program  and  the  results  obtainable. 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The  design of two-dimensional  supersonic  rotor blades that are corrected  for 
boundary-layer  displacement  thickness is described  herein.  The ideal rotor  passage is 
designed  by  the  method of characterist ics as applied  to  the  isentropic flow of a perfect 
gas. Boundary-layer parameters (displacement and momentum thicknesses) are then 
calculated  for  the  ideal  blades.  The  final  rotor blade profile is obtained  by  adding  the 
displacement  thicknesses  to  the ideal rotor  coordinates. 
Rotor Blade Description and Design 
The  design of the  ideal  blade  passage is based on establishing  vortex flow  within the 
passage by a procedure  analogous  to  that  given  in  reference 2. A typical  passage 
is shown in figure 1. The passage consists essentially of three major parts: (1) inlet 
transit ion arcs,  (2) circular arcs,  and (3) outlet transition arcs. The inlet transition I 
arcs  (upper  and  lower) are required  to  convert  the  assumed  uniform  parallel flow at  the 
passage  inlet  into  vortex flow. The  concentric  circular  arcs  turn and  maintain  the  vor- 
tex flow condition.  The  outlet  transition arcs reconvert  the  vortex flow into uniform 
parallel flow at  the  passage  exit.  Straight-line  segments  parallel to  the  inlet  and  outlet 
flow direction  complete  the  ideal  passage. 
As seen  from  figure 1, the  ideal  passage  is  designed s o  that  the  outlet  spacing  is 
less than  the  inlet  spacing.  This is necessary if the  corrected  passage  (i.  e . ,  the  pas- 
sage  corrected by the  boundary-layer  displacement  thicknesses) is to  have  equal  outlet 
and inlet spacing (see fig. 2) .  F x  an  ideal  passage  designed  for  imuulse  conditions 
(equal  inlet  and  outlet Mach numbers),  this is accomplished  by having less   c i rcular  
turning for the outlet portion of the passage. That is, the outlet circular arcs J K  and 
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Figure 2. - Design of supersonic  rotor blade section. 
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procedure  performed  by  the  computer  program  determines  the  condition  for which the 
corrected  passage  has  equal  inlet  and  outlet  spacings. 
Boundary-Layer  Calculations 
The  boundary-layer  parameters  (displacement  and  momentum  thicknesses) are 
calculated  for  the  ideal  rotor  passage  by  using  the  computer  program  described in 4. 
The  program  uses Cohen  and  Reshotko's  method (ref. 6) for  the  calculation of laminar 
boundary  layers  and  Sasman  and  Cresci's  method (ref. 7) for  turbulent  boundary layers. 
Curvature  effects are not  considered  in  these  calculations. 
In the  laminar  regime, a single  ordinary  differential  equation  (the  momentum  in- 
tegral  equation) is solved  numerically.  The  results of this  method  (as  explained  in 
ref. 6) have  to be extended  for  flows  in  highly  favorable  pressure  gradients as might 
occur  over  some  portions of the  rotor blade. For turbulent  flow,  coupled  first-order 
ordinary  differential  equations  (the  momentum and moment-of-momentum  integral  equa- 
tions) are solved  using  Runge-Kutta  techniques. 
The  displacement  thicknesses  obtained  from  the  program are then  added  to  the  ideal 
rotor blade coordinates  to  obtain  the  corrected blade profile.  As  discussed  previously, 
an  iterative  procedure is performed  by  the  computer  program  to  determine  the  condi- 
tions for which the  corrected  passage  has  equal  inlet  and  outlet  spacings.  It  should be 
noted that it is not  always  possible  to  obtain a blade  design  by  this  procedure  because of 
boundary-layer  separation  or  large  boundary-layer  growth. 
A  number of options  related  to  the  boundary-layer  calculations are also  available  to 
the  user.  Because of the  adverse  pressure  gradients  that   exist  within the  rotor  passage, 
the  computer  program wi l l  generally  predict  laminar  separation  at  these  locations.  The 
program  allows  for  the  reattachment of the flow  and  continuation of the  calculations  for 
turbulent flow, if this is desired.   The  user  can  also,  if he wishes, force transition to 
turbulent flow at any  point of the  calculations,  including  the  inlet. 
Afterm  ixing  Conditions 
The  displacement  and  momentum  thickness  at  the  rotor  exit  (station 1, fig. 2) can 
be  used to calculate  the  aftermixing  conditions  downstream of the  rotor  assuming  that 
the flow mixes  to a uniform state. Application of the continuity, momentum, and energy 
equations  between  stations 1 and 2 (fig. 2) results  in  the  determination of aftermixing 
Mach number, flow angle, pressure ratio, and kinetic energy loss. The calculation 
procedure  has  been  described  in  reference 5. 
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Subsonic  and  supersonic  aftermixing axial Mach number  solutions are  possible  for 
this  loss  model when the  free-stream axial Mach number at the  blade  exit  (before  mix- 
ing) is supersonic. The subsonic solution corresponds to mixing plus oblique shock 
losses, whereas the supersonic solution corresponds to shockless mixing. A more  de- 
tailed  discussion of the  different  solutions  can  be  found  in  reference 8. 
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 
A description of the  input  for  the FORTRAN IV computer  program is given in this 
section.  The  input  consists  primarily of rotor  inlet  and  outlet  Mach  number,  upper- 
and  lower-surface Mach number,  inlet  flow  angle,  specific-heat  ratio,  and  total  flow 
conditions.  Either U. S. customary  units o r  the  International  System of units  may  be 
used for input. This option is controlled  by  the  input  variable KEM. The  program  gas 
properties  are  set   up  for air. For gases  other  than air the  changes  required  to  the  pro- 
gram  are  described  in  appendix A. 











inlet flow angle, pi, deg 
inlet Prandtl-Meyer angle, vi, deg 
lower-surface Prandtl-Meyer angle, vl ,  deg 
upper-surface Prandtl-Meyer angle, vu, deg 
outlet Prandtl-Meyer angle, v0, deg 
initial  estimate of outlet flow angle, Po, deg  (in  the  absence of a bet ter   es-  
timate  use BETAN) 
flow-turning increment (recommended value, 0. l), A v ,  deg 
(The  flow-turning  increment  must  be  specified so that (vi  - v2)/Av, 
(v, - V~ )/Av, (vu - v~)/Av,   and (v, - v ~ ) / A v  a r e  all integers. ) 
specific-heat ratio, y 
integer  number of station on upper  surface, if any,  at  which  user  wishes 
turbulent  boundary  layer  to  begin (If NTURBU is set  equal to  zero,  the 
program wil l  begin  laminar  boundary-layer  calculations at the  rotor  inlet. 
Value of CTHETU  must  be  specified;  see  section  Instructions  for  Prepar- 
ing  Input. NTURBU cannot  be  set  equal  to 1 because  initial  values of dis-  
placement  and  momentum  thicknesses  are  not  available  to  program. ) 







TABLE I. - INPUT FORM 
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integer  number of points  desired  in  velocity  profile of the  boundary  layer  at 
each  station  (must  have  at  least 1) 
gas  constant,  J/(kg)(K); (ft)( lbf)/( slug)( OR) 
inlet relative total pressure, N/m ; lbf/ft 
inlet relative total temperature, K; OR 
blade chord, m; f t  
thickness of trailing  edge  (used only for aftermixing  calculations),  m;  ft 
real variable  indicating  ratio of momentum  thickness  after  reattachment  to 
2 2 
momentum  thickness  at  laminar  separation  for  upper  surface 
same as CTHETU  except  for  lower  surface 
integer (0 or 1) indicating  whether  printing of output from  PRECAL is de- 
sired: 
Output suppressed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
Output pr inted.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
integer (0 or  1, see KPRE)  indicating  whether  printing of surface  gradients 
of velocity  and  Mach  number is desired 
integer (0 or 1, see KPRE) indicating whether printing of solutions of lami- 
nar  and  turbulent  differential  equations is desired 
integer (0 o r  1, see KPRE)  indicating  whether  printing of laminar  calcula- 
tions  for  location of instability  and  transition is desired 
integer (0 or 1, see KPRE)  indicating  whether  printing of principal  calculated 
boundary-layer  parameters is desired 
integer (0 o r  1, see KPRE)  indicating  whether  printing of velocity  profiles 
is desired 
integer (0 or 1) indicating  which of two allowable sets of units are used  in 
input: 
U. S. customary (pounds force, slugs, feet, seconds, 
degrees Rankine, and foot-pounds) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
International System (newtons, kilograms, meters, seconds, 
kelvin, and joules) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
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Instructions for Preparing Input 
Laminar  separation  and  reattachment. - If NTURBU and  NTURBL are set equal  td 
zero,  the  program  will  begin  laminar-boundary-layer  calculations at the  rotor  inlet. 
Because of the  adverse  pressure  gradients  that   exist   on  the  upper  and  lower  surfaces 
the  program  may  predict  separation  on  these  surfaces.  The  program is set up so that 
reattachment of the  flow is allowed to occur,  and  the  calculations  proceed  for a turbulent 
boundary  layer, if th is  is desired.  Values  for  CTHETU and CTHETL  (different  from 
zero),  which are the  ratios of the  momentum  thickness  after  reattachment  to  the  momen- 
tum  thickness at laminar  separation,  must be specified as input.  The  values of CTHETU 
and CTHETL  can  be set equal  to 1, which is essentially  equivalent  to  assuming  that 
transition  to  turbulent  flow  occurs at the  point of imminent  laminar  separation. If 
CTHETU  and  CTHETL are set equal  to  zero,  reattachment  will  not  occur. 
Output. - Usually KPRE, KGRAD, KSDE, KLAM, and KPROF are set equal to zero. 
They do not give  the  main  output of the  boundary-layer  section.  However, if this  addi- 
tional  output is desired,  these  quantities are set equal to 1. A description of this output 
is given  in  appendix B. 
DESCRIPTION OF MAIN OUTPUT 
An example of the  output  from  the  program is shown  in table II. The  output is given 
in U. S. customary  units,  and  each  section  has  been  numbered  to  correspond  to  the  fol- 
lowing  description: 
(1) Output 1 of the  program is a listing of the  input data used  for  the  rotor  design 
plus a listing of miscellaneous  parameters  including 
(a) Inlet, outlet, and surface critical velocity ratios M* and Mach numbers M. 
(b) Dimensionless blade spacing G*, chord C*, and solidity SIGMA. 
For  each  surface  (lower  and  upper)  items (2) to (5) a r e  given  for  each  iteration (if more 
than  one  iteration is required). 
(2) Output 2 gives  the  input  needed  by  the  boundary-layer  program.  The  first two 
lines of this output a r e  a listing of the  input data except  for NST (which is the  total  num- 
be r  of station  points)  and UPMACH (which is the  inlet  relative  Mach  number).  The  re- 
maining  output is the  surface  coordinates  and  velocity  distribution: 
XOM dimensionless  X-coordinate, X/C * 
YOM dimensionless  Y-coordinate, Y/C* 
VVCR critical  velocity  ratio 
TWAL wall temperature, K; OR (wall temperature assumed equal to total 
temperature  TTZ) 
TABLE I. - EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM OUTPUT 
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(3) Output 3 lists  the  properties  calculated  for  the  upstream  conditions: 
PSZ  upstream  static  pressure, N/m ; lbf/ft 2 2 
T SZ upstream  static  temperature, K; OR 
uz upstream  velocity,  m/sec;  ft/sec 
ASZ (ATZ)  speed of sound  based on upstream  static  (total)  temperature, 
m/sec; ft/sec 
RHSZ (RHTZ) static (total) density based on upstream static (total) temper- 
ature,  kg/m3;  slug/ft3 
MUSZ (MUTZ) dynamic viscosity based on upstream static (total) tempera- 
ture, (N)(sec)/m2; (lbf)(sec)/ft2 
NUSZ (NUTZ) kinematic viscosity based on upstream static (total) temper- 
ature, m /sec; ft /sec 2 2 
C P  
PR 
TC 
specific  heat  at  constant  pressure, J/(kg)(K); (ft)(lbf)/ 
(slug)(oR) 
Prandtl  number 
thermal conductivity, J/(m)(sec)(K); (ft>(lbf)/(ft)(sec)('Ft) 
ARC L total  distance  along  surface,  m; ft 
The  next  part of this  output  gives  the  variables  describing  the  flow  along  the  surface: 
PRES  static  pressure, N/m ; lbf/ft 
UE free-stream  velocity,  m/sec;  ft/sec 
ME free-s t ream Mach number 
2 2 
POPTZ  static-to-total  pressure  ratio 
VOVCR critical  velocity  ratio 
(4) Output 4 corresponds  to KMAIN. It indicates  the  regions of laminar  and  turbu- 
lent boundary layers, and the stations at which instability, transition, and separation 
occur. It gives all the principal boundary-layer output parameters: 
X X-coordinate,  m; ft 
S surface  length, m; ft 
DELSR displacement  thickness,  m;  ft 
THET  momentum  thickness,  m; ft 
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DE'LTA boundary-layer  thickness, m; ft 
FORM compressible  form  factor 
FORMI incompressible  form  factor 
The  next  part of the  output  gives t h e  skin-friction  and  heat-transfer  parameters: 
CF  skin  friction  coefficient at wall 
T A W  shear   s t ress  at wall, N/m2; lbf/ft2 
RTH momentum-thickness  Reynolds  number 
DTDY slope of temperature  profile at wall, K/m; OR/ft 
NUSS local Nusselt number 
HTRAN heat transfer per unit area, J/(sec)(m ); (ft)(lbf)/(sec)(ft ) 2  2 
CRN  Reynolds  analogy  parameter 
(5) Output 5 gives  the  ideal  and  corrected  surface  coordinates.  Translated  surface 
coordinates  are  also  provided so that  coordinates  for a blade  profile  may  be  obtained. 
(6) After  the  output  for  both  surfaces is given, the final output, numbered 6, lists 
the  aftermixing  properties.  Variable  names  ending  in 0 refer  to  the  upstream  station, 
while  those  ending  in 1 refer  to  the  rotor  exit  (before  mixing)  and  those  ending  in 2 refer  
to  the  mixed  relative  conditions  downstream of the  rotor.  The  output  consists of rotor 
exit  free-stream Mach number  (XMFSl),  rotor  exit  spacing (SPACING) in  m (f t ) ,  
trailing-edge  thickness  (TE)  in  m  (ft),  Mach  number (XM2), axial  Mach  numbers (XMXZ 
and X M X B ) ,  critical  velocity  ratios  (V/VCRl  and V/VCR2), flow angles  measured  from 
axial  direction  (ALPH1  and ALPHB) in  degrees,  total-to-total  pressure  ratio  (PTB/PTO), 
total-to-static  pressure  ratio  (PTO/P2),  static-to-total  temperature  ratio (TB/TTO), 
rotor kinetic energy loss coefficient (EBARB), and rotor efficiency (ETA-N). Also 
printed  are  some  miscellaneous  parameters  for  the  corrected  blade  profile  including  the 
final  outlet flow angle  and  solidity. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The  program SSROTR designs  supersonic  rotor  blades  corrected  for  boundary-layer 
displacement  thickness.  The  program  uses  the  input  value of the  outlet flow angle 
(which controls  the  outlet  circular  turning)  for  the  initial  design. If the  corrected  outlet 
spacing is not equal  to  the  inlet  spacing,  the  program  estimates a new value of outlet 
flow  angle  and  repeats  the  design.  The  iteration  procedure is essentially a half-interval 
search.  The  program  input  consists  essentially of the  surface  Mach  number  distribution 
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and  total flow  conditions.  The  primary  output is the  corrected  blade  profile  and  the 
boundary-layer  parameters. 
The  program SSROTR is logically  divided  into  two  parts: (1) an  ideal  rotor  design 
section,  and (2) a section  to  calculate  the  boundary-layer  parameters  and  afterrnixing 
conditions.  The  ideal  rotor  design  section  consists  principally of subroutines ROTORU 
and ROTORR. The boundary-layer section is controlled by subroutine BLAYR. The 
major  subroutines  called  by BLAYR a r e  PRECAL, LAMNAR, TURBLN, and AFMIX. 
SUBROUTINE ROTORU 
Subroutine ROTORU calculates  the  upper-  and  lower-surface  transition  arcs  by  the 
method of characteristics.  The  description of the  method  and  the  main  dictionary of 
variables  are  given  in  reference 2. This  routine is called  only  once  for  any  given  blade 
design.  The  program  variables  for ROTORU tha t   a r e  not  in  reference 2 a r e  
ETALOW angle of tangent to lower surface, measured from axial direction 
ETAUP angle of tangent to upper surface, measured from axial direction 
GAMMI GAM-1, - 1 
GAMPI GAM+l, y + 1 
STML lower-surface  critical  velocity  ratio 
STMU upper-surface  critical  velocity  ratio 
SUBROUTINE ROTORR 
Subroutine ROTORR calculates  the  rotated  ideal  passage  coordinates, as well as the 
inlet  and  outlet  passage  spacing  based on the  current  value of outlet flow angle.  This 
routine is called  once  for  each  iteration of outlet flow angle.  The  description of the 
method  and  the  main  dictionary of variables  are  given  in  reference 2. The  variables 
for  ROTORR that   are  not  in  reference 2 are 
ETACL angle of flow along lower-surface circular arc - 
ETACU angle of flow along upper-surface circular arc 
ETALN angle of flow along lower-surface inlet transition arc 
ETALO angle of flow along lower-surface outlet transition arc 









absolute  value of outlet flow angle 
angle of flow along  upper-surface  inlet  transition  arc 
angle of flow along  upper-surface  outlet  transition  arc 
lower-surface  critical  velocity  ratio  for  inlet 
lower-surface  critical  velocity  ratio  for  outlet 
upper-surface  critical  velocity  ratio  for  inlet 
upper-surface critical velocity  ratio  for  outlet 
SUBROUTINE BLAYR 
Subroutine  BLAYR  provides calls for  the  calculation of the  boundary-layer  charac- 
teristics  and  the  mixing  losses.  The  major  subroutines  called  by BLAYR are PRECAL, 
LAMNAR, TURBLN, and AFMM. These, in turn, call several other subroutines. The 
methods  used  for  calculating  the  boundary-layer  characteristics  and  the  program  de- 
scription are given  in  reference 4. The  Lagrangian  interpolation  routine of reference 4 
has  been  replaced  by a linear  interpolation. 
Since a highly  favorable  pressure  gradient  exists  for  some  portions of the  blade 
surfaces,  the  range of the  equations of reference  6 were extended  by  the  method  given 
in  reference 6. Th.ese changes  were  made  in LAMNAR and are for SW (temperature 
function  at  the wall) = 0. These  changes are noted  in  the  program with  comment  cards. 
Two curve-fi t   ranges  were  also extended. RCRIT and  DIFF were extended as follows: 
RCRIT = 8.3163 when SHAPK is greater  than 0.07; and DIFF = 44 000 KBAR + 700 
when KBAR is greater  than  0.03. 
SUBROUTINE AFMIX 
Subroutine  AFMM  takes  the  boundary-layer  parameters  (displacement  and  momen- 
tum  thicknesses)  and  the  free-stream  conditions  at  the  rotor  exit  and  calculates  the 
aftermixing  conditions  by  the  method  described  in  reference 5. In this  loss  model  the 
flow sufficiently  downstream of the  blades is assumed  to be mixed  to  uniform  conditions. 
The  calling  sequence  for  AFMM is CALL AFMIX (ALPHI, DELS, DELP, THETS, 
THETP,  TE,  SP, XMFSI), where 
ALPHI rotor exit flow angle measured from axial direction 
DELS displacement thickness at rotor exit for suction (upper) surface 
DELP displacement thickness at rotor exit for pressure (lower) surface 
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THETS momentum thickness at rotor exit for suction surface 
THETP momentum thickness at rotor exit for pressure surface 
TE  trailing-edge  thickness 
SP exit  spacing 
XMFSI free-stream Mach number at rotor exit 
The  subroutine  description  and  the  main  dictionary of variables are given  in  reference 3. 
PROGRAM LISTING 
SIPFTC SSROTR CECK 
DIXENSION X ( 1 0 0 )  ,Y ( 1 0 0 )  
1 BETAP = 0. 
SETAM = 0. 
CALI. F C T O R n  
CALL I N P U T 1  
CALB = 0 .  
C CALCULATE IIFIROTATED FLADE  COORDTMATFS 
C CALCULATE ROTATPD RL.?DF C O O R D T N A T F S  
2 CALL F C T O R R  (CALF)  
CALB = 1. 
DO .3 I = f , N U  
C N O R M A L T Z E  R O T P T P D  P L A F F  C m n D r r I A T F s  TO C P C ~ : )  L E N G T H  
x (I) = XcHu (I) / C S T A E  
3 Y (I) = YCMU ( I ) / C S T A P  
K O D E  = 0 
N T I l R B  = NTUFPU 
CTHFT = CTHETU 
C A L L  I N P U T 2  ( X , Y , . C ; F I l J , _ F T A t 4 f l , ' ~ \ ! T : )  
CALL P L q Y ?  
C C A L C ' U ' L A T C  I IPFF? S!!RFACE F O ' ! h ' C n F Y  L J Y F F  
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4 Y (I) = YC?lL ( I )  / C S T A ?  
K O 3 E  = 1 
NTTJPD = NTURBL 
CTHET = CTHETL 
CALL  TNPIIT2  (X,Y,SML,ETAP.L,NL) 
CALL E L A Y R  
CALCULATE  LOWFP  SURFACE POUNDARY L A Y E R  
CHECK FOR EQUAL SPACING AT INLET AWE OlJTLFT 
DELTOT = (DELSRL + DELSRU)*CSTAR 
OlJTSPA = GSTAFO + D E L T O T / C O S ( F E T A T * C C Y V F P )  
E L I M I T  = ,@rOl*CSTAR/XMAX 
I F  (ABS(GSTAR1 - OnTSPA)  .LF.  F L I M T T )  G O  TO 5 
I F  (OllTSPA .GE. GSTARI)   PETAP = E F & T  
'IF (OUTSPA  .LT.   GSTARI)  nZTA?I = DETAT 
G S T A R O  = OUTSFA 
IF (EETAP , N E .  0. . A N D .  BETAP! .YE?. 0 . )  G O  TO 6 
BETAT = -ARCCS(COS(EETAN)*SP!IN/SFClIT*((l. + (GAMMA-1.)/2.* 
CALCIJLATE N F W  OUTLET FLOW RNCLF 
* SMOUT*SVOUT)/ ( l .  + ( ~ A ? I M A - I . ) / 2 , ~ S M I F ; * ~ ; M I F 1 ) ) * * ( ( ( ; A ~ M A + 1 . ) / ( 2 . * (  
* GAMMA-1.)) ) + DELTOT/GSTIPI)   *PFCOAV 
GO TO 2 
GO TO 2 
6 BETAT = (BETAP + 9 E T A \ n ) / 2 .  
'5 W R I T E   ( 6 , 1 0 0 )   E E T A T , G S T l Q I , O U T S P A  
I C 0  FORMAT (//5X, 19HITERATION  COT?LETED/7X,   11PESTA (OiJT) = , P l n . 4 , 4 N  DEG 
* , l @ X , B H G *  (IN) =,F10,5 ,1CX,2211G*  (OUT)  + DEL(T@TAL) = , P l O . S )  
CALA = 2. 
CALL  FOTORR (CALE) 
G O  TO 1 
E N D  
S U B F O I ! T I N E  I N P U T 1  
$ I E F T C   I N P U I  C E C K  
C POUNDAPY  LAYER INPUT 
CO?lMON/LTTI/LCAT 
C O M ~ O N / L N K 2 / 3 P M A C , S ? l O ~ J T , ~ L P l ~ , ~ S ~ A F , ~ T ~ ~ f l ~ ~ , ~ S T A ~ ~ , ~ S T A ~ ~ , ~ A ~ ~ A ,  
* CCMVFA,RECCNV 
C O M R O N / C T O B L / A L P H I , S P A , X ~ ~ X , ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , N ~ U F R L , ~ T ~ ~ ~ T U , C T I ~ ~ T L  
C C ~ M C N / C 1 / G A M , R , P T Z , T T ~ , ~ ~ P ~ ~ C ~ , ~ l ~ T , N V P , ~ T l l R ~ , K ~ ~ ~ ~ , K E ~ , K S ~ ~ H ,  
l K S P L N , ~ L e , K A T C R , C T B ~ T , D L A M , ~ L ~ . ~ , ~ ? r J ~ ? P , ~ T U R ~ , K ? ~ ~ , K G ~ ~ ~ , ~ S ~ ~ , ~ L A M ,  
2KMAIN,KPROF,X(100)  ,Y ( 1 0 0 )  , P R F S ( l O D )  , I l F ( 1 0 0 )  ,ME(100)  , P O P T 2 ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
3VOVCR (1Cc) )  , 'TWAL( l90)  ,ETA ( I o n )  
RFAC  (LDAT, I n n )  ~ T [ I F U U , ~ T U P S L , M V P , P . ~ T ~ , T T ~ , X F A ~ , T ~ , C ~ H ~ ~ U , ~ ~ ~ ~ T L  
R E A D  ( L D A T , 1 0 1 0 )  K P E E , K G 9 A D , K S C F , K ~ . A ~ , ~ ~ A T ~ I , K P ~ ~ F , ~ ~ M  . 
1 0 0  FORMAT ( 3 1 3 , 1 X , 7   ( F 9 . 5 , l X ) )  
1 0 1 0  FORMAT (715) 
G A M  = GAMMA 
IJPf?ACH = UPKAC 
RETllPN 
E N D  
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BTEFTC R O T U  L I S T ,  DECK 
SUBROUTINE EOTORU 
C****CALCULATE  THE  UNPOTATED  ELADE  COCRDINATES 
COMWON/LTU/LDAT 
CnMMON/FACTOR/PERN,GAMR1,GAMP1,GAMPl,~~N 
C O M M O N / R O T l / V T N , V O U T , V L C W , V O P , D E T A N , N F E F ~ K ~ A X N ~ K ~ A X O ~ J ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A X O ,  
1 P I N ,  R O U T ,  RZCW, RrJP 
1 XUP ( 4 0 0 )  ,YUP (400)  ,STMU (400) .ETAUP ( 4 0 0 )  , J N D E X  
* CONVER,RECCNV 
COMMON/ROT2/XLOW ( 4 O O )  ,YLOW (400) , S T P L  ( 4 0 0 )  ,FTAT.OW (400)  , K N D E X ,  
C O ~ M O N / L ~ K 2 / S ~ I N ~ S M O U T ~ ~ E T A ~ ~ C S T ~ ~ ~ S I G f l A ~ ~ ~ S T A R O ~ S S T A R I ~ G A N M ~ ,  
LOGICAL ANGLE 
EXTERNAL  FCFRS 
DATA LDAT/5/  
F ( V , F N )  = 2,*V - HALPPT*(PRRM-1.) - Z!.*(FN-l,)*DFLV 
1 R E A D  ~ L D A T ,  1 1 )  BETAX,VIN,VLOW,VUP,VOUT,RETAT,DELV,GAM 
1 1  FORllAT (8 ( F 6 . 2 , 2 X )  ) 
CC CONVERSION  FACTORS A N C  COMSTANTS 
GA?lMA = GAM 
CONVER = . 1 7 4 5 3 2 9 2 5 E - 0 1  
RECDNV = 57,2957796 
HALFPT = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 / 2 .  
KPER = 1@ 
IF (DELV , G E ,  0 . 2 )  NPER = 1 
G A M P 1  = (GAP! + 1 . ) / 2 .  
G A M M 1  = (SAM-1.)/2.  
FERM = SQRT (GAKP 1/GAMM1) 
X 0  = l . /PEPM 
x 2  = 0 , 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  
XINTI .  = (X0  + X 2 ) / 2 .  
C O N E  P O I N T  W I L L  R E  PRTNTEI)  FOP EVERY N P R R  POINTS CALCULATED 
ANGLE = .TFUE. 
I F  (VLOW ,LE. A K I N 1  (VUP,VIN,VOlJT) )  G O  TD 1 2 0  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 1 9 )  
1 1 9  FORMAT ( / /31X,70HV(LO! i )  H'JST B E  L E S S  T P n N  O R  EQUAL T O  THE: M I N I M U M  
1 0 F  V [ U P )  ,V ( I N )  , V (OUT) ) 
ANGLE = .FALSE.  
1 2 0   I F  (VUP .GE. A M A X l  (VTN,VOlIT))  G O  TO 118 
117 FORMAT ( / / 3 3 X , 6 6 B V ( I J P )  FIIST P F  G P E P T E P  T H A N  OR EQIJAL T O  THE Y A X I P I U  
W R I T E   ( 6 , 1 1 7 )  
1 M  O F  V ( 1 N )  ,V ( O U T ) )  
R N G L E  = .FALSE. 
1 1 9  V U M A X  = HALFPI*  (PEPX-1 . )  *RFC@WV 
I F  (VUP  .LE.  VUnAX) G C  TO 1 1 6  
W R T T E  ( 6 ,  1 1 5 )  V I J Y A X  
115 FORMAT ( / / 4 1 X , 3 7 H V ( f J P )  MUST E!F LESS THqN V ( l J P )  ( M A X )  = , F o . O , 4 t i  LEG 
1)  
ANGLE = .FALSE. 
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I 
116 I F  (,&!IT,  ANGLE) G 3  TO 1 
W P I T F  ( h , Q 7 )  
97 F O R M A T  (1H1,57X,  17!-ICZSIGU  PARnMETFFS) 
C c  MISCRLZANECUS  CALCULATTC!JS 
DELV = CELV*CCNVER 
FM = 1. 
V = VIN*CCNVER 
DO 4 I = 1 , 2  
FOTX = F (V,FN)  
CALL FOOT ( X O , X 2 , ~ I N T L , F O r X , F O F R S , X 1 )  
I F  (I  ,EO. 2)  G O  TO 4 
RTN = X 1  
V = VOUT*COBVE'R 
4 CONTINIJE 
ROTJT = X 1  
SS!IIN = l . / R I K  
SSMOUT = I./ROlJT 
CC rFINT ALL CFSIGN PARAAETEFS 
WRITE (6,95) B E T A K , V I N , V r J P , V O l I T , ~ F T A T  
9s FORMAT (/2X,   IOHBETA ( I N )  =,F8.4,4:-1 DFG,kX,7HV (IN) =, FF(. 4,uH CEG,6X, 
1 7 H V ( U P )  =,F9,4,4F1 DEG,7X,f jHV(@UT) =,F8.U,UF! D E G , 4 X , l l H E E T A ( O T J T )  = 
2,F9.4,UH DEG) 
WRITE (6,qLL) DELV, VLO'rl, G A Y  
91, FORFAT  (/20X,qHDELTA V = , F 8 . u , 4 l i  ?FG,11X,8FiV(LOW) = , F 8 - 4 , u H  DEG, 
1 1 1X,7FIGREPA =, F8.4) 
CC CCNVFRT FRCY D E G R F E S  TO F b C T P I Y S  
V I N  = VIN*CCNVFB 
VUP = VUP*CCNVEP 
VLOW = VLOF*CCAVPR 
B E T A N  = AETPN*CCNVEP 
DFLV = CFLV*CCNVFF 
v o u T  = V C U T * C C N V E B  
CC CHOOSE  LONGFST THANSITIOE: ?.ET O F  L C F F F  SI!RFACE 
VNL = V T N  - VLOk' 
K N A X K  = (V?.IZ/CPLV) + 0 .5  
VCL = VOI!T - VLOW 
RMAXO = (V@L/DELV) + 0.5 
K M N  = X A X O  (KPbXN,KYAXS) 






SET INITIAL POINTS F'CV LCi-IFP b F C  C A I C f J L R T T O h ' S  
KNDEX = Rfi:N/NE?EF( 
KDEX = KNDEX 
STML ( K D E X +  1) = SS!9LOW 
XLOW(KDEXt1) = 0.0 
YLOW (KDEX+1) = ELOW 
ETALOW (KDEX+1) = 0. 
P H I K P l  = - (V-VLOW) + FLCAT(FKII!) *!7ELV 
TXLO = XLOB ( K D E X + l )  
T Y L O  = YLOW ( K D E X + l )  
UMRPl = ARSIN (SORT (GAflPl*!?LOh'*BZOW - GAYViMl) ) 
CHOOSE L C N C F S T  T R A N S I T I O N  R R C  OF U F F E F  SiJPFACF 
V U ?  = VUP - VCUT 
JHAXC = (VUT/DEtV) +0.5 
J H A X N  = (VOI/CZLV) + O .  5 
V = A K I N 1  (VCUT,VIPi;) 
V U 1  = VUP - V I N  
J M N  = Y A X I )  (JP!AXC,JXAXN) 
CALCULATE P *  (VI?) =?UP, M *  ( [JP)  =SS??[IP,  ( u p )  =MTJp 
F N  = -(JMN+l) + 2 
FDFX = F ( V , F N )  
CALL R O O T  (XO,X2,X~'TL,FCFX,FCFFiS,RI!P) 
S S F U P  = l . /RUP 
SMS = SSMU!? 
I = 4  
G O  TO 1 5  
2 0  SMlJ? = SP! 
CC S E T   I N I T I A L  PCTNTS FC? [JFPEF A R C  C A I C T J I P , T I O N S  
JNDFX = JMN/NFER 
JDEX = J N D E X  
STMU ( J D E X t  1 )  = SSFlUP 
Y U P ( J D E X + l )  = 9 U P  
FTAUP ( J D E X t 1 )  = 0 .  
X U P ( J D E X t 1 )  = 0.0 
PHIJPl = - (VUP-V) + FLCAT ( C l M B )  *DELV 
I J ? l J ? l  AFSIN (SORT (GAMPl*PUP*RUP - G 3 l W l )  ) 
TXTJP = X U ?  ( J D E X + l )  
TYUP = Y [ J P ( J C E X + l )  
C****CALCULATE  COCROTYATES FOF LOWER T R A N S I T I C N  ARC - : J X R O T A T E D  
K D E X  = FNDFI!  + 1 
N[1:1 = n 
V = F.Y .AX1  (VTN,VOUT) 
KEEP = KF!3 + 1 
DO 30 K K = l , K ? l F !  
K = KEEP - K K  
NlJY: = N [ J Y  t 1 
PHIK = P H I K F I  - DELV 
F N  = K 
FOPX = F ( V , F N )  
CALI. ROOT ( X O , X 2 , X I N T L ,   F O F X , F C F P S , T P )  
TX = TR*SIN (PHTK) 
TY = TR*COS  (PH IK) 
EMWK = TAN(-PHIKP1)  
UFK = ARSIK (SCRT (GAPi?I*TR*TP - G A Y R  1 )  ) 
EllK = - T A N  ~(PIiIK+lI~k+~HIKP1+UMK?1)/2.) 
TEMP = TYLO - EKWK*TXLO 
TERPP = TY - EPiK*TX 
T F Y P P P  = E R K  - FMWK 
TXLO = (TEMP - T E M P P ) / T F I P P P  
TYLC = ( (F:MK*TSYP) - (PKWK*TEMPP) ) / T E P F P P  
F H I K P l  = PHIK 
UMKP1 = U H K  
cc SAVE  EVEFY "NPER-TH" P O I H T  
N = N U i r  - (NIIM/NPEZ)  *NPEP 
I F  (N ,GT. 0 )  G O  TO 30 
K D E X  = KCEX - 1 
STML(KDEX) = 1./TR 
XLOX(KDEX) = TXLO 
YLOW (KDEX) = TYLO 
ETALOW (KDEX) = - P H I P  
30 CONTINUE 
C****CRLCULATF  COCRCINATRS F O P  TIPE'ER TE?P.NSITTCN A F C  - IJNROTATED 
J D E X  = JNDEX + 1 
N T J M  = 0 
V = AKIN1 ( V C ! l T , V I N )  
J F E P  = J M N  + 1 
DO 4 1  JJ=l,JMN 
J = J E P P  - JJ  
N U M  = NIJM + 1 
P H I J  = F H I J F l  - DELY 
FN = -J + 2 
FOFX = F ( V , F N )  
C A L L  ROOT ( X O , X 2 , X I N T L , F C F X , F O P R S , T R )  
TX = T P * S I N ( F H I J )  
TY = T4*COS (FWTJ)  
EMWJ = T A N ( - P H I J P 1 )  
I1MJ = A P S I E ;  (SCPT(GAMPl*T"*TP - G A O E I ) )  
EEJ = TAN ( ( - a H T , l + T l ~ J - P F I I ~ J P 1 + T J ~ J P 1 )  /2.) 
TFMP = TYUP - EMWJ'TXTJP 
TFMPP = T Y  - P?l,'I*TX 
TEMPPP = E K J  - R Y W J  
TXllF = ( T E M P  - TEMPP) /TFi?PPP  
TYU" = ( (FMJ*TTMP)  - (Ef 'XJaTPMPP))  / T F Y F P P  
23 
P H I J P l  = P H I J  
[JYIJPl = U M J  
cc S A V E  EVFFY "NPER-Tff"  PCINT
N = N l J Y  - (NUE/NPER)  *NPEF 
I F  (N .GT. 0)  G O  TO 4 1  
S T M U ( J 3 E X )  = I . /TR 
X U P ( J C E X )  = TXUP 
Y U P ( J D E X )  = TYUP 
E T A U P f J D E X )  = - P H I J  
JDEX = J D E X  - 1 
4 1 CONTINUE 
CC M I S C E L L A N F C U S  OUTPUT 
200 WRITE ( 6 , 6 2 2 )  
6 2 2  FORMAT ( / / 5 4 X , 2 4 H a I S C E L L F . N e O t J ~  PA?PMETERS//)  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 0 0 )  SSMT~,SMTN,SMOUT,SSMCUT 
1 0 0 0  FORVAT ( /25X,8HM* (IN) = , F 9 . 4 , 3 X , 7 H F   ( I N )   = , F 9 . 4 , 1 0 X , R H ? I  ( O U T )  =,F9.4 
1, S X ,  9HM* (OUT) =, F 9 . 4 )  
WPITE ( 6 , l C C l )  S S ~ L C V , S ~ L n a , S M I J P , S S M ~ J F  
1 0 0 1  FORMAT ( / 2 5 X , 9 1 1 M * ( L O B )   = , F 3 . 4 , 2 X , O t l p l ( L O A )   = , F 9 . 4 , 1 1 X , 7 H M ( U P )  =, 
* F 9 , 4 , 6 X , 8 H R * ( U P )   = , F 9 . 4 )  
RNDEX = K N D E X  + 1 
J N D E X  = J N D E X  + 1 
RETURN 
E N D  
S U B R O U T I N E  EOCT (XO,X2,XIMTL,FOFX,FUNC,X1) 
$ I E F T C  ROO EECK 
DOUBLE PRECISTON  X,XXO,XX2 
C WE ARF SEEKING A N  X S [ J C H  THAT F U N C ( X )  .= FOPX WHERE FOFX I S  A K N O W N  
C FUNCTIONAL V A L U E  
c 1 LOCATE FOFX IK ( F 0 , F X )  OR ( F X , F 2 )  WHERE FX IS THE PFEVIO!JS 
C APPROXIMATION T O  FOFX 
c: 2 L E T  X = 1 / 2 ( X X O + X )  O F  X = 1 / 2 ( X + X X 2 )  
c 3 I S  FVFIC(X) = FOFX ? TF NOT, R E P E A T  P P O C E C U R E  
x x o  = x 0  
x x 2  = x 2  
FO = T U N C  (XXO) 
F 2  = FUNC(XX2) 
I F  ( FOFX .LT,  79 .AND. FOFX .LT. P 2  .OF. FOPX .GT 
IFOFX ,GT, F 2  ) G O  TO 100-5 
I F   ( A R S ( F 0 F X - F a )  .LF .  .OOOOl) G O  T O  1 0 0 7  
I F  ( A B S ( P O F X - F Z )  .LE .  . P ~ D O I )  G C  T C  I P O R  
I FO .AKD 
X = XTNTL 
K O I J N T  = 0 
X C U N T  = K O U N T  + 1 
FX = FONC ( X )  
I F  (KOTJNT .GE. 6r)) XFITF (6,1O!?U)  FC:ItiT,Y,PX,Ff)FX 
1 c o o  x 1  = x 
4 = FDFX - F 2  
24 
l e G 4  F O R V q T  ( l q L , 9 H  K O l l N T  , G l f i . " , q H  X ,G I ti. Q ,  qri F X  ,516.9, 
19:i FOFX , G l 6 - 9 )  
IF ( A E S   ( F X - F O F X )  .LE. . r o?01)  P E T ~ J P Y  
I F  (KCIINT .EO. 7 5 )  G O  T O  13(12 
I F  (A* (FX-FCFX) .iT. 0.)  GO TO lo(! 1 
xxo = x 
x = (X+XX2)  /2. 
G O  TO 1000  
l C 0 l  x x 2  = x 
F 2  = PX 
G O  TO 1 O C O  
x = (XXO+X) /2 .  
1002  K R I T E   ( 6 , 1 0 0 3 )  
1 0 0 3  FORMAT ( / / 3 0 X , 6 2 H 7 5   I T E R A T I O N S  H A V E  BEEN  PERFORMED  WITHOIJT  CONVEFG 
1 I N G  TC A ROOT) 
RETURN 
IC05 WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 0 6 )  POFX 
1006 FO!?MAT ( / / l O X , 7 H F ( X )  = , G l f i . 9 , 3 1 H  I S  CnTSIDl?  OF S P E C I F T E D   L I M I T S )  
RETURN 
IC07 X 1  = X0 
RETURN 
1008 x 1  = x 2  
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION  FOFRS ( X )  
B I e F T C   F E L I  C E C K  
DOUBLP P R E C I S I O N  X 
C O M M O ~ / F A C T O R / P E F ~ , G A N M l , G A ~ P ~ , ~ A ~  
A R G 1  = 2.*GANMl/  (X*X) - GAP1 
ARG2 = 2.*GARPl*X*X - G A M  
I F  (ARS ( A R G I )  .GT, 1 . 0  .OR. AES ( A R G 2 )  . G T .   1 . 9 )  WRITF ( 6 , l )   A F G l  
1 F O R M A T  ( / / 14X,h lHASGU! lEI iT  OF ARCSIE! I S  O I J T S I P E  DOMAIN O F  D E F I N I T I O  
1 ,  ARG2 
IN A R G 1  = ,G16.9,11H A R G 2  = ,G16.")  
FOFRS = PERM*ARSIN  (ARGI) + A P S I N  (AFG2)  
EETTJRN 
E N D  
S U B R O U T I N F  TrCTORS (CAL91 
B I F F T C  ROTP 1.1 ST, DECK 
C CALCULATE ( 1 )  DOTATEC B L A D F  CCCFD1t:ATFS 
C ( 2 )   I N L E T  A N D  GUTLFT E T d A T F  SPACTNG 
C I M E N S I C F !  X L O W N  ( 8 0 )  , y ~ o w r ~  ( e o )  , S M L N  ( s o )  , E T P . L N  (80) ,XCI.OW (351, 
1 YCLOW (35), ETACL (35) ,XL(?WO ( P O )  ,YLOFn  ( 8 C )  ,SMLn ( 8 0 )  , E T A L O   ( 8 0 )  
1 E T A I i N ( R 0 )  , X C U P ( 3 5 )  , Y C I J P f 3 S I  , C T \ C I J ( 3 5 )  , X r l P C ( A @ )  ,Y!!PO(HO) ,SMTJO(SC),  
2 E T A U O ( 8 C )  , X S O ( 1 1 )  , Y S C ( 1 1 )  , F T A S O ( 1 1 )  
D I I Y E N S I O N  X F N ( 1 1 )  , Y S E ; ( 1 1 )  , E ? A S N ( 1 1 )  , X U P N ( R T ) )  , Y I l P E I ( R @ )  ,SM[IN(80) ,  
CO?lMON/LNK1/X@f'T, ( l r )? )  , Y C K L  (100) , S Y L   ( 1 0 0 )   , E T 4 F L ( I @ o )  ,!:L.XOf'!U ( l o o ) ,  
3 C E T A T  = BETAT*CCNVE4 
C****CALClII:ATF C O C P D T N A T E S  F C F  LOWFF ~ F A ? l S I T I C ? :  4?C: - ROTATED 
4 STNALX = SIX (ALPALN) 
COSALN = COS  (ALPHLN) 
ARSALN = ABS (PILPHLEr') 
SINAL0 = SIN (ALPHLO) 
COSALO = COS (ALPHLLO) 
AESALC = A B S  (ALPHI.0)  
KDFX = KNPFX + 1 
K Y  = ( K E A X N / N P F R )  + 2 
KO = (K[YAXO/NPEP)  + 2 
26 
C****CALCIJLATE  COORDINATSS POP IJPPEP TFAKSITTOK ARC - RP.T?.TFD 
7 SINAUN = S T N  (ALPIIIIFI) 
C O S A U N  = C O S  (ALPHL14) 
ABSAIJN = A 3 S  (ALPNIJN) 
S INAUO = SIN (ALPHUO) 
C O S A U O  = COS (ALPHIJO) 
ABSAUO = A B S  (ALPHUO) 
J N  = (JMAXN/NPES) + 2 
J O  = (JMAXO/NFEP) + 2 
JDEX = JNDEX + 1 
DO 8 J J = l ,  JNDEX 
J = JDEX - J J  
JO = JO - 1 
JN = JN - 1 
IF (JO .LE. 0 )  GO TO 3 
SMOO(J0) = STMU ( J )  
XUPO (JI)) = Y U P  ( J )  * S I N A U C  - X U ?  ( J )  *COSPUO 
ETALlO(J0) = F T A I J P ( J )  + AQSAIJO 
Y U P O  ( J O )  = YUP ( k J )  *CCSAUC + Y I J F  ( J )  *SINAlJn 
9 I F  ( J N  . L E .  0)  GCl TO 8 
S M U N  ( ; I N )  = ST.NU ( J I  
XlJPN(JN)  = YIIP ( J )  *SINRUE; + XUP f J )  *CCSAUN 
Y U F N ( J N )  = YUP ( J )  *COSA:JF.I - XUP ( J )  *SINRUN 
ETAUN ( J N )  = E T A U P ( J )  + A B S A U N  
8 CONTINUE 
C****CALCULATE THE I N L E T  A N D  O I J T L E T  (DIYFNSIONLESS) B L ~ ~ E  sPacrAG 
YLASTI = Y U P N  ( 1 )  + TAN ( E F T A N ) *  (XLOVN ( 1 )  - X l r P N ( 1 ) )  
G S T A R I  = YLCWN (1)  - Y L A S T I  
YLRSTO = Y U P O  ( 1 )  + TAN  (BETA'?) * (XLOb'O ( 1 )  - X I l P O ( 1 ) )  
GSTARO YLCWO(1) - Y L A S T O  
DALPH = 5.*CCNVER 
ALPH = ALPHLO + DALPH 
ALPLOW = ALFHLN 
KOUNT = 0 
10 KOIJNT = KCUNT + 1 
XCLCW ( K O U N T )  = FLOV*SIN (ALPLOW) 
YCLOW (KCUNT) = '2LOW*COS (ALPLOW) 
ETACI. (KOIINT)  = A B S  (ALPLCW) 
ALPLOW = ALPLCW + QALPH 
I F  (AES(ALPt!-ALPLOiJ) .LF, . r ) O l )  G O  T O  11 
IF (ALPHLO .LT. ALPLOX ,AND. A L P I . C N  .LT. ALPH) ALPLOW = ALPIILC! 
G O  TO 1 0  
1 1  :ICL = K O U N T  
C****CIRCULAR ARC (LQWEQ) 
C****CI9CTJLAR ARC ( U P P E P )  
ALPH = AIPHUC + DALPH 
ALPHITP = A L F H U N  
K O U N T  = 0 
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1 2  KClIST = KCUNT + 1 
XCIJP (EOIJNT) = RUP*STN (ALFHUP) 
YCrJP (KOUNT) = RlJP*COS (ALPUUP)  
ETACU  (KOUNT) = ABS  (ALPHUD) 
ALPHUP = ALPHlJP + DALPH 
I F  ( A B S  (ALPH-ALPBUP) . L E .  - 0 0 1 )  GO TO 1 3  
I F  (ALPIIUO .LT. ALPHUP .A?ID. AZPFIUP .LT. ALPH)  ALPRUP = ALPHUO 
G O  TO 1 2  
1 3  NCU = KOUNT 
Ct***CALCULATE  COORDINATES F O P  STPAIGHT L I N E  POPTIQN O F  UPPFR APC 
KGUNT = 1 
IF (XLOWN ( 1 )  . L E -  XIJPN ( 1 )  ) GO TO 15 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 6 )  
1 0 6  FORMAT (8110 ( F O T R P )  ,UX,71HUP?E?  SlJ3PACE TNLFT T.ONGER TFIAE: LOW?Q S U R  
*FACE INLFT - C A S E  TERMINATFC) 
15 DELXT .= ( X U P N ( 1 )  - X L O W N ( l ) ) / l q .  
STOP 
IF (XLOWO ( 1 )  .ti!?. X U P O (  1 ) )  G O  TC 1 6  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 5 )  
105 FORMAT (RH@ (ROTRR)  ,4X,73YVPPEF  SURFACE  OLJTLET LOVJGER THAY LCWKS SI1 
*RFACP OUTLET - CASE  T RMINATED) 
STOP 
XSIN = X U P h ' ( 1 )  
Y S I N  = YlJPN (1)  
XSC)UT = XUPC ( 1 )  
YSOUT = Y U P C ( 1 )  
XSN(KOUNT) = XSIN 
YSN(K0UNT)  = YSIN 
E T A S N  (KCUNT) = ETAUN ( I )  
X S O  (KOUNT) = XSOIJT 
YSO(KO1JNT) = YSOUT 
ETASO (KOIIMT) = ETA'JO (1 )  
TANBN = TAK(FETAM) 
AESSN = A E S I E E T A X )  
TAN30 = TAN ( P F T A T )  
ARSPT = AES (EETAT)  
DO 1 4   1 = 2 , 1 1  
X S I N  = XSIN - DELXI 
X S Q U T  = X S O U T  + DELXCI 
16 DELXO = (XLCWO(1) - XIJPO ( 1 )  ) / l o -  
YSIV = YUPN ( 1 )  + TAME>l*(XSTN - X U P N  ( 1 )  1 
YSOIIT = YOPC ( 1 )  + T A X P O *  (XSC!'? - XUF?C;(l))  
E T A S N ( 1 )  = APSBN 
X S Y ( 1 )  = XSIN 
Y S V ( 1 )  = YSIW 
ETASO (I) = ARSRT 
X S O ( 1 )  = XSTUT 
1 4   Y S Q ( 1 )  = Y S O U T  
28 
104 F O P M A T  ( / / 3 9 X , P H G *   ( I N )  =,Tq. (r ,37X,ll!!SIG?A (IK) = , F 9 . 4 / 6 q Y , u H C *  =, 
* F 9 , 4 / . 3 9 X , 9 H G * ( O U T )   = , F 3 , U , 3 ~ X , 1 2 H S I ~ ! l ~ ,   ( C C T )  = , F q - u / / )  
I3FTRT = E E T A ? * R E C O N V  
SS?lLCI; = l./DLOW 
SSM!IP = l . / R O P  
S S 3 I N  = 1 . / P I N  
SSMOlJT = 1 ./ROUT 
I F  (CALI! .EC. 2.) RETUPN 
C STCSE POTlr.TEC PLADE COCRCINATES F O R  LOWFR SUFFACF 
K N  = ( K Y A X N / F i ? R S )  + 1 
DC 3 1 0  I = I , K N  
X O H I . ( I )  = XLOWN I I )  
Y O M L ( T )  = Y L C W Y ( I )  
S M L ( 1 )  = sn1.x (1) 
ETAFIL(1)  = ETALN(1)  
ML = K N  
NCL NCL-1 
DO 3 1 1  I = 2 , N C L  
N L  = NL. + 1 
X O r l L ( N L )  = XCLOW (I) 
YOYL(NL) = YCLON (T) 
S X L ( P L )  = SSYLOW 
ETAML ( N L )  = ETACL ( T )  
6 0  = (KMAXO/NPFR) + 1 
DO 3 1 2  I = l , K O  
J = K O + l - I  
NL = NL + 1 
XOHL(NL) = XLOWO (J) 
YCYL(NL) = YLOWO ( J )  
SML(NL)  = SMLO ( J )  
E T A r L  (NL)  = ETALO ( J )  
3 1 0   C O N T I # I J E  
311 CONTINUP 
2 1 2  CONTINUE 
c S T O R E  RQTATEf C Z A D E  CCICFCTNATES FOR U F F F P  S U F F A C E  
3 1  3 
314 
DC 3 1 3   I = 1 , 1 0  
J = 1 2  - 1 
) r O ? l U ( T )  = XSN (J) 
YOMTJ (T) = Y S N  (J) 
S M U ( 1 )  = SSMIEI 
ETAMU(1) = E T P . S N ( J )  
CONTINIJE 
N U  = 10 
JN = (JMAXN/NP!?Fl) + 1 
D O  3 1 4  I = l , J N  
N U  = N U  + 1 
XO#rJ (NYJ)  = X I I F Y  ( I )  
Y O M O ( N U )  = YUPN ( I )  
SMrJ ( N U )  = SMTJN ( I )  
ETAXU ( V U )  = E T A U N  ( I )  
CONTIN!JF 
KCU = NCU-1 
DO 315 I = 2 , N C U  
N U  = N U  + 1 
xorylv ( P U )  = x c u p  (11 
Y O K I I  ( N U )  = Y C U P  ( T I  
SFIJ (NTJ)  = SSYIJP 
ETAMIJ ( N U )  = FT4C:U (I) 
29 
315 COYTIMDF 
JO = ( J ! l A X O / N P E R )  + 1 
DO 316  I = 1 , J O  
J = J C + l - I  
N I J  = N U  + 1 
X O M U ( N U )  = XUPO (J) 
Y O N r J ( t i U )  = YUPO ( J )  
SHU(NU) = SF110 ( J )  
ETAMU (NU) = ETAUO (J) 
DO 317 I = 2 , 1 1  
?lU = N U  + 1 
XOMTJ ( N r J )  = X S O  ( I )  
Y O M U  (NU) = YSO (I) 
S n [ J ( N U )  = SSVOUT 
ETAMU ( N U )  = ETASO (I) 
316 CONTINUE 
317 CONTINUE 
R E T U R N  
END 
SUSROUTIN??  INPUT2  (XM,YY,VVCR,ETAM,NN) 
BTEFTC I N P U 2  DECK 
LGGICAL  ERRCR,TRANS,SEPFN 
COMMON/CODE/KCDE,DELSRL,DXLSEu 
C O ~ M O N / L ~ K ~ / ~ J P M A C , S I ~ O [ I T , A L P ~ ~ ~ , C ~ T A ? , S I G ~ ~ A ~ , ~ S T A R O , ~ S T A ~ I , ~ A ~ ~ A ,  
C O M ~ O N / C T 0 3 L / A L P H 1 , S P A , X M A X , ~ F , ~ ~ U ~ L ? U , ~ T ~ J F ~ L , C T ~ ~ ~ ~ l , C T H ~ ~ I ~  
C O ~ l ~ O N / C l / G A M , R , P T Z , T T Z , ~ J P M ~ C ~ , ~ ~ T , ~ I V P , ~ T [ l ? 3 , K ~ ~ ~ i ~ , ~ ~ ~ , ~ S ~ T H ,  
* CONVER,FECCNV 
l K S P L N , K L E , K A T C H , C T H E T , ~ L ~ ~ , ~ L A ~ , ~ T ~ l ~ ~ , T T : l ~ ~ , K F ~ ~ , K ~ R A ~ , ~ S D E , K L A ~ ,  
2 K f l A I N , K P R O F , X ( 1 0 0 )  ,Y ( 1 0 0 )  , P P P S ( l O O )  , ? ! F ( 1 0 0 )   , K F ( l 0 0 )   , P O P T X ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
3VOVCF ( 1 0 0 )   , ' I W A L ( 1 0 @ )   , E T A  ( 1 0 0 )  
CO?lVON/C3/XCV(100)  ,YOM ( 1 P O )  ,S (109) , S O L ( l n C j  , A E ( l " )  ,TSE(100), 
1 T A W L ( 1 0 0 ) , T A W T ( 1 0 0 )  , T B 4 R ( f O C )  , P W ( l C O )  ,Sr!(lOO) , S U T H L ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
2 R H S R ( l O f l )  , R H S E ( 1 0 0 )  , H E A C W ( 1 0 0 )  , I I F A C E ( 1 0 9 )  , E i f J W ( l r ) O )  , ? U B A 9 ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
3AA(100)  , P ! 3 ( l n O )  , F P ( 1 0 0 )   , D U D S ( 1 0 0 )   , D R D S ( l f l P )  , D N D L ( l r ) O )  
COMMON/C9/EFROR,TRANS,SFPRN 





T H F  V/VCR CISTRIROTION IS P F C E I V F E  FROM THE P O T C F  PPOG3AE 
I T  W I L L  B E  U S E E  T O  CALC:III.4TE THE P P F S S l J F F  C I S T 4 1 9 T J T I 3 X  
E R R C P  = .FALSF. 
TRANS = , F A L S E .  
SEPrlN = .FALSE. 
E O I J N C A E Y  LIYER  SETUP 
KATCH = 0 
KSPLN = 1 
KLF = 1 
TLAM = 0. 
D L A M  = 0. 
TTURS = 0. 
DTURB = 0 -  
NST = F N  
D O  2 I = l , N S T  
xon ( I )  = X Y ( 1 )  
Y O M ( 1 )  = Y M  ( T )  
X f1) = XOM (I) * X X A X  
T U A J . ( I )  = TTZ 
ETA ( I )  = ETAM ( I )  
2 VOVCF,(I)  = VVCR (I)  
A L P H l  = - A L E I F  
Y (I) = YCH (I)*XMF.X 
SPA = XOAX/SIGMAO 
IF (NST.GT. 1 CC.OR,NTOEB.GT. WST. OF;. KFM.ZT, 0. CR. f(EM.GT. 1 .On. KSPLN-LT. 
10.OR.KSPLN. GT. 1 , O R .  YLP,LT.O.OI?.KLP.GT. 1.OP. KATCH.LT.O.OF,KATCH.GT. 
21)  GO T O  7 0  
PETURN 
7 0  ERROR = .TRUE. 
WRITE ( 5 , 1 7 7 C )  




S I P F T C  ELAYFIi C E C S  
SUBROUTINE E L A Y R  
C EOIJNDARY LAYFX Y A I R  PROGPAM 
LCGIC3L  E!?RCQ,TRANS,SEPPN 
REAL M E  
C O R M O N / C O C F / K C D F , C E L S R L , C E L S 4 n  
C O M M U N / C T O R L / A L , S P , X ~ A X , T E , N T U ~ ~ ~ J , N ? r J R P L , C I ~ ~ E T ~ ~ , ~ T H E ? L  
COYMOR/Cl/GAM,R,PTZ,TTZ,TrPYACH,NST,NST,~~~,N?~Jp~,KPVM,K~~,KSMTI~, 
l K S P L ~ , K L F , K A T C H , C T H E T . C L A C , T L A M , D T n R R . T T ~ J ~ ~ , ~ F ~ ~ , K ~ ~ ~ ~ , K S ~ ~ , ~ L A ~ ,  
2KMATN,KPROF,X(100)  ,Y (1r)C)) , P R F S  (1'30) , I I E ( 1 0 0 )  , M E ( 1 0 0 )   , P O P T Z ( l ! I O ) ,  
3VOVCR ( 1 0 0 )  ,TWAL (100)  , E T A  ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON/C2/PSZ,TSZ,[JZ,AS7 , A T 7 , 9 H S Z ,  PFIT7, ?lUSZ,N!lTZ,YrJSZ, :JI!TZ,CP, 
lPR,TC,ARCL 
COYflOK/C3/XON(lOC) ,YOR ( 1 0 0 )  ,S ( 1 0 0 )  , S O L I 1 0 0 )  , F . E ( l C ! O )  ,TSE ( 1 0 9 ) ,  
1 T l U L  ( 1 0 0 )  , T A W T ( l 9 @ )  , T P A P  ( 1 0 0 )  ,!?>I ( 1 0 0 )  ,SW ( 1 9 0 )  ,SrTTi!L ( 1 0 7 )  , 
2 R H S W ( 1 0 0 )   , F H S F ( 1 0 ~ ~ , H E B D U ( 1 0 0 )  , Y F A D E ( 1 C ! 0 )  , N V W ( 1 @ 0 )  , M U P A P ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
3 A A ( l ~ @ ) , R B ( l 0 0 ) , F F ( l n 0 ) , 0 n D S o , D M D S ( 1 0 0 ) , D ~ D S ( 1 ~ 0 ) , D M D L f 1 9 ~ )  
COMMOP/C4/THET(100)  , D E L S I ?  ( 1 0 0 )  , D E L T A  ( 1 C O )  , F C Q p  ( 1 0 0 )  , 
31 
CALL  PRECAL 
I F  (ERHCP) FETURN 
CALL LAMNAP 
I F  (ERRCF;)  RPTURN 
I F  (SPP!?N) G O  TO 20  
'IF (.NOT. TRANS) GO TO 2 0  
CALI.  TURELN 
I F  ( F P R C P )  FETrJRN 
2 0  CALL PROFIL 
IF ( K O D E - E C .  1) G.0 TO 9 
DELS = DELSR  (NST) 
THETS = THET  (EST)  
KODE = 1 
RETURN 
9 DELF = D E L S B ( N S T )  
THETP = TAE'I  (NST) 
ALPH1 = AL 
SPA = S P  
K O D E  = 0 
RETURN 
C A L L  A P M T X  ( A I , ~ H ~ , D E L S , D E L ~ , T H E T S , T H S T P , T E . S P A , ~ F ( R S T ) )  
END 
SUBROUTINE  PRECAL 
R r E F T C  P R P C L  L I S T , D E C P  
COYMnN/eARFM/GMPl,GMMl 
COYMON/CTOBL/DUM ( 2 )  ,XRAX,DUF2 ( 5 )  
COM~ON/C1/GAM,F,PTZ,TTZ,IJ~~~CH,NS~,NVF,~lTIJ~~,K~V~,KE~,KSN~H, 
I K S P ~ N , K L E , K A T C I ~ , C T H E T , D L , A ~ , T L A ~ , ~ T ~ R ~ , T T r J ~ ~ , ~ P ~ E , K ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ S ~ E , K L ~ N ,  
2KP!AIN,KPF?OF,X(lUO) ,Y ( 1 0 0 )  ,PRES ( 1 C 9 )   , I J E ( l Q O )  ,ME(I@C) , P O P T Z ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
3VOVCR ( 1 0 0 )   , T W A L ( 1 0 0 )   , E T A  ( I c n )  
C O M ~ O N / C 2 / P ~ Z , T S Z , U Z , A ~ ~ , A ~ ~ , R ~ S Z , F I i ~ ~ , ~ I l S Z , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ U S Z , ~ U ~ Z , C ~ ,  
IPR,TC,ARCL 
CO!IPlON/C3/XCfl ( 1 0 0 )  ,YON ( 1 0 0 )  ,5 1 1 0 0 )  ,SOL ( 1 0 0 )  , F E 1 1 0 0 )  ,T5S ( I P O ) ,  
l T A W L ( 1 0 0 )   , T A H T ( 1 0 0 )   , T 3 A P ( l t 3 0 )   , P W ( 1 0 0 )   , S I ( l n O )   , S I J T H L ( l n Q ) ,  
2 R H S W ( 1 0 0 ) , R H S E ( 1 0 O )   , A E A C W ( l Q O )  , H E A D E ( 1 0 0 )  , V U W  ( 1 0 0 )  , N U 9 A P ( l n 0 ) ,  
3 A A ( 1 0 0 )  , R B ( 1 1 ) 0 )  , T F ( l r ! O )  , P : J D S ( l n ) ( ? )  , D M D S ( l r ) O )  , D ? I C L ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON/C9/ERRCR,TRANS,S~F~~ 
DIMPNSION S D E R  (190)  , CM!I ( 2 0 )  , C P R  ( 2 0 )  ,CTC ( 2 0 )  
REAL ~ I l S Z , M U T Z . N U S i , G U T Z , ~ ~ J ~ L ~ , ~ ~ l S ~ ~ ~ , ~ l E , ~ I ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ J P ~ P  
LCGICAL FRROR,TRANS,SEP?N 
c 
C R E A D  DATA FCP M U ,  PH, A N C  T C  CL'HVF F I T S  
C 
DATA(CM'J(1) , ~ = 1 , 5 ) / - . 0 1 9 4 5 1 7 0 , 1 . . ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , - . ~ ~ 5 1 1 ~ 2 ~ ,  
1 . 0 6 R 2 7 7 8 2 6 , - . n 9 S h 6 5 9 3 /  
1 - . 0 2 3 6 2 1 4 , . 0 0 2 0 2 8 6 3 /  
D A T A ( C P R ( 1 )  , ~ = 1 , 5 ) / . 9 5 ~ 7 , - . 2 ? 4 1 3 ~ , . 1 ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ 4 ,  
D A T A ( C T C ( I )  ,1=1,5)/-.0343r,~73,1.?697/r37,-.7r)o11:!';2, 
1 . 0 8 7 4 3 7 8 1 , - . 0 0 9 6 7 4 7 2 5 /  
C 
G 3 P 1  = GAM + 1. 












T S L E =   5 1 R . h f ? 8  
T S L M =   2 9 8 . 1 6 0  
#USLE= 3 - 7 1  1 4 0 2 E - 7  
MUST.I?= 1 , 7 7 7 0 2 9 E - 5  
T C S L E =   3 - 2 0 2 2 0 6 E - 3  
T C S L "   2 . 5 6 1 7 9 6 E - 2  
T S Z  = T T Z / ( l . + G Y M 1 / 2 . " U P ~ A C A ' + 2 )  
PSZ = PTZ* (TSZ/TTZ)  ** (GAM/GMKl) 
U H S Z =  PSZ/R/TSZ 
RHTZ- P T Z / P / T T Z  
ASZ- SQRT  (GAM*H*TSZ) 
ATZ- SQRT (GAM*R*TTZ) 
UZ=  UPMACH*ASZ 
I F  ( K E N - F C .  1 )  G O  TO 10 
TCON= 19R- 6 0  
T 9 1 =   T S Z / T S L S  
T P 2 -   T T Z / T S L E  
G O  TO 2 0  
TR I =  TSZ/TSLM 
T R 2 =  TTZ/TSLP! 
20 CALL CURVFT(CPR,?R,TR1,0,4,O) 
CALL CURVFT(CTC,TC,TR1,0.4,0) 
CALL CURVFT(CMU,MUSZ,TR1,0,4,0) 
CALL  CIJRVFT ( C M U , ~ U T Z , T R 2 , 0 , 4 , @ )  
I F  (KEM.PQ, 1 )  . G O  T O  3 0  
TC=  TC*TCSLF 
MUSZ=  MUSZ*MUSLE 
MUTZ= M U T Z * E U S L E  
G O  TO 40 
MUSZ= PlUSZ*MUSLM 
KUTZ= flnTZ*!![JSLM 
40 N I J C Z =  M I I S Z / F H S Z  
NUTZ= 'ITJTZ/RHTZ 
ce  = P * G A M / G M M I  
13 T C O N =  1 1 n - 3 3  
30 TC= T C * T C S L F  
CALCULATF GEOMETFY RATIOS AK!? F Q C  L F S G T H S  
VELOCITY OVER  CR1TTCP.L  VELOCITY G I V F W  FS I ??PUT 
150 DO 1 6 0   I = l , N S T  
POPTZ ( I )  = (1,-GMMI/GM?l*VOVCR ( I )  **2)  ** (GAN/GMMl) 
U E ( I )  = SORT ( 2 . * G A M / G ~ M l * P T X / ~ H T Z +  ( l . - F O P T Z  (I)** (G!IMl/GAII) 
* I  1 
T S E  (I) = T T Z - U E  (I) * * 2 /  ( 2 . 4 ~ ~  
B E  (I) = S O R T  (GAM*R*TSE (I) ) 
M F ( 1 )  = U E ( I ) / A E ( I )  














1TAUW (100) ,NUSS (100) ,T)TDY (1C)C) ,HTr3AE: (10C) , C ? V  (100)  
COPlRON/C5/S€iATL ( 1 0 0 )  ,SYAFK(100)  ,l?,!IS 
COrnoN/C6/F‘PRAN,FC~7IIS 
C O ~ ~ O N / C 7 / I N S ~ , I T B A N , ~ S ~ p  
COnMCN/C9/ERROR,TF~NS,S~P~N 
D I M E N S I O N  C C F I N ( 1 0 0 )  ,C(?PML ( 1 0 C )  , S H F A R  ( 1 0 0 )  , D T H ( l f ? D )  
DIMENSION CCN ( 2 0 )  , C P C P  ( 2 9 )  ,CDTF ( 2 0 )  ,CSYR (2C)  ,CCRN (20)  ,CCTH (21)) 
DIMENSION STAB(505)  , C T A P 1 ( 5 0 5 )  ,CTAF2 ( 5 0 5 )  
REAL M U S Z , N U S Z , M U T Z , N U T Z , ~ E , ~ ~ ~ W , ~ r ~ ~ A ~ * ~ ~ J S S , ~ ~ U P ~ : , ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  J Y T l , I N T 2  
LCGICAL EPRCP,TRANS,SEPRN 
EXTERNAL FIJNCT,INTl  , T N T 2  
F E A D  DATA PCR CCIRLN ( I ) ,  RCRTT, C T F F ,  SHEAF,  CPK, A N D  DTH C U R V F  P I T S  




DATA(CRCR ( I )  ,1=1,6)/5.47073,43.6053,227. l q R ,  
D A T A ( C D T F ( 1 )  ,I=1,6)/903.755,263FS.!!,3.~5~9~E+5, 
DATA (CSHR (.I) ,1=1,16) / , 2 2 4 4 8 H , - 1 . 9 1 5 3 9 , - 9 . ~ ~ c r , - ~ ~ .  13458,  
7 - ~ 0 0 1 S 1 2 , - 1 . 4 7 6 8 , - 7 0 ~ 5 2 ~ ~ S ~ - 1 ~ 2 . 2 7 ~ 1 , - . ~ G 2 4 0 ~ ~ - ~ 0 1 5 ~ 2 ~ ,  
1 - 7 . 4 5 7 4 3 , - 1 2 6 . 2 3 3 ~ 5 , . ~ 0 ~ 7 ~ 2 ~ . ~ ~ S 3 ~ 5 , . 9 1 7 ~ ~ ~ , - 3 9 . 4 0 ~ 4 4 /  
DATA(CCRN(1)  ,T=1,16)/2-02056,-1?.7211,-24. . ! !49S,-1400.Gf12,  
1-.050979,-10.88G12,G2.4419,-50R1.76,-,/)143~~3,2,279845, 
1 1 2 9 . 7 0 0 8 , ~ 6 2 5 7 , 8 4 R , , 0 2 7 C 5 h 7 , - 1 , 6 7 7 C 5 1 , C 7 . ~ 3 9 7 , - 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ /  
DATA(CDTH(1)  , 1 = 1 , 1 6 ) / 8 . 0 2 9 2 9 . - 4 . 3 n 9 7 9 , S 8 . F ! 2 c r 4 , 3 6 . 4 3 3 6 ,  
12”71101,-7.42259,242.293,-16.293, -- 16314 . -7 .61~42 ,286 .9795 ,  
164.11186,-~16758,-3,70289,130.9107,111.3276/  
I N I T I A L I Z E   P A F A M E T E R S  
INST = 0 
ITRAN = 0 
I S E P  = 0 
C F ( 1 ) -  0 ,  
TAUK ( 1 )  = 0, 
NUSS ( 1 )  = 0 .  
DTDY ( 1 )  = 0. 
HTRAN ( 1 )  = 0. 
C R N ( 1 ) =  0. 
RTRAN= 0. 
IF (CTHET .GT. 0.) KATCH = 1 
CHECK CONSISTENCY OF I N I T I A L  VALUES 
IF (DLAM.GE.O..AND.TLAM.GE.(!..Ar!D.rTrJRe.cE,G..ANP.TTURR,GE.C.) 
E R R O R  = .TRUE. 
WRITE (6,1000) 
RETURN 
I T R A N  = 1 
I F  (DTURB-GT. 0.. A R D .  T T U R S .  GT. 9.  ) S O  T C  2 0  
E R R G R  = .TFUF.  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 1 C )  
RFTIJPN 
1GO TO 10 











LO I F   ( U F ( 1 )  ,GT.O,) GO TO 2 U O  
E R R O R  = ,TRUE. 
W R I T E   ( 6 , 1 0 2 0 )  
RETURN 
R E G I N  CALCIJLATICN I N  LAMINAR SEGION - CHFCK FOP I N I T I A L  VALUES 
CALCULATE  INITIAL  CORABLATICN E l U M E E R  
30 I F  (DLAM-Ea-0..  AND-TLAM. E Q - 0 .  ) G C  T O  7(: 
I F  (UE  (1 )   ,GT.  0,) GO TO 40 
U R I T E  (6 ,1030)  
VETURN 
. E R R O R  = -TRUE.  
4 0  I F  (TIAH-EQ.0 , )  GO TO 51! 
I N I T I A L  MOMENTUM T H I C K N E S S  R A S  G I V E N  
T E H l  = 1, +GHM1/2, *ME ( 1 )  **2 
CORML ( 1 ) =  -ATZ*TLA#**2/NiI?Z/SUTHL (11 /RFCL/TE?ll** ( ( 3 . - G A H )  / 
1 ( 2 , * G M N l ) )  
CCRLN (1) = CORML (1) *DNDL ( 1 )  
G O  TO 9 0  
. INITIAL  DISPLACEMENT  HTCKKESS WAS G I V E N  
50 I F  (ABS(DMDL(1))   .GE, .OOn1)  G O  TO 6 0  
COPLN (1 )  = 0, 
T E N 1  = l ,+GMM1/2,*ME  (1)  ' " 2  
FORN(1)= 2.38411*(1.+(2.79-1,7R*PR~*.~)*((11+SW(1))*TF:~l-1.))+(4,6 
lS*PR** (1 . / 3 . )  - 3 . 6 5 * P R * ,  5) *PR**. S *  (TEM 1-1.) 
T H E T  ( 1 )  = DLAM/FORM ( 1 )  
CORRL ( 1 )  = -ATZ*THET( 1)  **2 /KUTZ/SUTHL (1) /RFCL/TEMl**(  (3 , -GAM)/(2 .*  
G O  TO 9 0  
I F ( D K D L ( 1 )  .LT,O.) CALL P O O T B ( O . , . 2 , D L n M , F U N C T , . s ~ - ~ , C ~ ~ L N ( l )  ,SL)  
CORML ( 1 )  * CORLN (1 )  /DMDL ( 1 )  
G O  TG 9 0  
1 G M N  1) ) 
60 .IF (DMDL ( 1 )  .GT.O,) CALL R O O T D  (-1. ,r). , D L A f l , F n N C T ,  .5E-5,COPL.N ( 1 )  ,SL) 
NO I N I T I A L  LAMINAP  VALDES G T V E N  
CALCULATE I N I T I A L  CORRELATTCN N U M E E P  
SHARP LEADING E D G E  
70 I F  (KLE,  NE. 1. A N D ,  ABS (CMDL (1 )  ) , GE,. 0001) GG T O  R O  
CORLN ( 1 )  = 0 ,  
CORML ( 1 )  = 0. 
G O  T O  90  
STAGNATION POIYT 
R O  CALL CURVFT (CCN,CORLE! ( 1 )  ,SW ( 7 )  ,(?,5,0) 
CORML ( 1 ) =  CCRLN (1)/DIYDL ( 1 )  
I F  (CORML ( 1 )  ,LT,O.) G O  T O  9 @  
ERROR= , T R U E ,  
WRITE (6 ,1040)  
RETURN 
SDIVE LAHINAR  DIFFERENTIAL  EQUATION 
CALCULATE  CCRRELATION NUMBERS ALONG T H E  SIJRFPCF 
90  TEM 1 = 1, +GMM1/2, *ME ( 1 )  **2 
T E A 2  = ( 3 . * c A M - l . ) / ( 2 . * c ~ M I )  




CTAi3l ( 1 ) =  CCRLW ( 1 )  
CTAB2 ( 1 )  = CCRML ( 1 )  
S T A F  ( 1 )  = 0. 
SSDEL = SS+CEL 
C A L L  LGRNGS(S,Ss,NST,SS,ANSl) 
CALL LGRNGE (S, WE, NST, SS, ANS2) 
CALL Z G R N G E  ( S , M E ,  NST,SSCPL,AMS3)  
CALL L G R ~ G F I S , D M D L , K S T , S S D ~ L , A ~ S 4 )  
A l =  0.43h31-0.003h7*9YS1+O.On4H1"ANS1**2+0.00~Sl*~.~S1~*3 
A2= 5 , 4 3 2 2 0 + 2 , 2 5 4 n ~ * A Y $ 1 - 0 . 0 6 6 7 2 * ~ ~ S 1 ~ ~ 2 - ~ , ~ ~ ~ 3 7 * ~ . N S 1 * * 3  
p13= ~ . 5 1 3 0 3 - l f l . U 9 7 7 ~ * A N S l - l 2 . 7 1 7 3 ~ * ~ ~ S l + a 2 - 2 ~ ~ 5 ~ 7 ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ * * 3  
A4= 1 9 , 0 1 8 ~ 1 + 6 2 . 7 5 5 9 7 * P , N ~ 1 + ~ ~ ~ . 0 ~ 9 ? ~ * ~ ~ S l ~ * ? + ~ 2 . ~ 3 1 ~ 3 * A ~ S 1 * * 3  
B= A2+2.*.43*CTAB1 (NTAE) +?.*AU*CTAPl (NTAS) * * 2  
100 ss= S S + D E L  
A =  Al-R3*CTABl (?iTA!3) **2-2.*84*CTAOl ( V T R R )  * * 3  
C 
C FOR SW = 0.0 
T F  ( C T A E I ( K T A R ) . G E . - , l )  GO T O  1 0 1  
A = .  3953 
P=4.739 
S O L 1  = SS/ARCL 
SOL2 = S S D E L / R F C L  
I F  (TEM3.EQ.c. .OR,Kl .EQ.n) GG TC 1 1 0  
ER?OB= .T911E. 
V R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 5 0 )  
RETURN 
T E N 1  = 1.+G?M1/2,*AKS3**2 
1 0 1  K l  = 0 
T E W ~  = srMPs1 ( S O L ~ , S O L ~ , I S T ~ , E ~ )  
1 1 0  I F  (NTAR-GT.1)  TFP14: A>!!S2** ( - P )  *?EPl**TFi?2  
TE!I5= ANS3** (-E) * T E ? l * * T ? N 2  
T E Y 6 =  -A*TE?5*TPM3 
IF (KTAS. PC. 1 )  TFM7=O. 
NTAB= NTAE+I  
CTAB2 (NTAB) = TEEfi+TE?l7 
CTAF1 ( N T A B )  = CTAB2 ( N T P . R )  *ANS4 
S T A F  ( N T A E ) =  SSDEL 
IF (NTAB-GT,   1 )  T E R 7 =  TE! lS/TPPi4*CThE2  (nTA9)  
C 
C W R E N  sw r s  ROT P C U A L  TO 0.0 , C I I F V F  FTT PAX!(;? O K  CORLN 
C IS FRO? "3.2 TO . 1 6  
C 
I F  ( C T A E I  ( N T A E )  .GT. . 5 0 )  G O  TC 12c 
I F  ( S S - L T - A R C L )  G O  TO 1 P ( ?  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 6 0 )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 7 C )  ( S T A E ( 1 )  ,CT.431 ( T )  , I = l , N T A B )  
120 IF f K S D E - N E . l )  G O  TC: 1 3 0  
C 
C 
c C A L C U L A T F  L A M I H A P  S O ~ Y D A H Y  L A Y E ?  P A P A F E T E F S  AT ERcrf  STATIOFI 
1 3 0  I F  (KLAM.VE.1) G O  TO 14f! 
1 4 0  I= 0 
150 I= 1 + 1  
WFITE  (6 ,10f !@) 
I F  (1,EC.NTURE) I T R F N = - 1  
I F  ( S  ( I )  .LE.STAB(NTAB) ) GO TO 160 
W F T T E ( 6 , 1 0 9 0 )  
160 I F  ( K L E  .E$. 1 .&NE. T .EO. 1) S O  TO 151  
CALL L G R N G F  (STAH.CTAE1, NTnE,S ( I )  , C O P L N  (T) ) 
CALL L G R N G E  ( S T A R , C T A E 2 , N T A F , S  (T) ,COPMI, ( I ) )  
C O e T A I N  SHEAP, CFN,  AND DTH FaCV CnFVE F I T S  VS COVLY A N U  SY 
. 151 CALL CIJ3VFT ( C S Y ? , S H E R P  ( I )  , C O R Z N  ( I )  ,SW ( T )  , 3 , 3 )  
CALL CURVFT (CCl? 'J ,Cl?! i (T)  , C O R L ? I ( T )  ,SW (I) , 3 , 3 )  
CALL CUSVFT (CT:TH,DTfl (I) ,CO!?LFI ( T )  ,SW ( I )  , 3 , 3 )  
C 
C FOP SW = 0 - 0  
I F I C O F L N  (1) .GE- -- 1 )  GO TO 1 6 1  
S!ll?AB (T) = -1. 2%22*CCRLH ( I )  +.2h 
C P N  ( I )  = -54 .924 *CORLK ( I )  -. 6765  
DTH ( I )  = -22 .222*C3FLM (T) + 7 . 1 1 1 2  
C CALCULATF GTHEP LAPIINAH  BCIJN9AFY  LAYEP '2Arr\FFT!?T!S 
161 T E M l  .= l , + G M Y l / 2 , * F E ( T )  **% 
THRT (I) = S()P.P(-CORML (I) *NIJTZ*SVTF!L ( I )  *APCL/ATZ*TFV I** ((3.-GAX) / 
F O ! ? M ( ' I ) =  (-1~113R*CC:RLN(I)+2.3F!1111)*(1~+(2.73-1.7~*PF~*.~)*((1~+ 
~SU(I))*TEM1-1.))+(4.h5*PP**(1./3.)-3.6~*PP**~~)*P?**.C,*(TE~1-1.) 
DELSP (I) = T P E T  (I) *FORM ( I )  
RTII. ( I )  = OE (X )  *THE? (T)/NUH ( I )  
F O R M I ( I ) =   ( F C R n ~ I ) - S o R T ( P R ) * ( T ~ ~ l - I . ) ) / ( ( I . + ~ ~ ( T ) ) * ~ ~ f l I )  
FORKTP (I) = FCPMI (I) * (1. + S X  ( I )  )
DELTA ( I )  = TPET (I) * (DTU (T) + (TP?  1- 1.) * (FCP?lTI? (I) + 1.)  ) 
S H A P L   ( I )  = DELTA ( I )  **2/?JIl'vl ( J )  * C U E S  (I) 
I F  ( I .EQ.1 )  G G  TO 1 R n  
CFRG;= 2 .*SHEAF (I) * S U E T  (-Sr?T. (T) /YE I I) / I : C l Q Y L  (TI ) 
C F  (I) = CFFU/SORT ( R W  [I) ) 
TAIIW ( T )  = CF ('I) * H E R D W  (I) 
NUPP= CFFW*PR**. 3/CQN (T) 
1 (2, *GMM 1) ) ) 
N U ~ S  (I) = N ~ I P W * S O ' ; T  ( P W  ( 1 1  
D T D Y  (1) = N U S S  (I) * ( T B N L  ( T I  - T H A I .  (11 1s ( r )  
IITBAN ( I )  = TC*DTDY ( I )  
IF (TAIJW ( I ) . G T - 3 . )  S O  TO 1 9 0  
IF (KATCH. N F - 0 )  G O  TO 170 
I S E P =  I 
SEPPN= . T R U E .  
RETURN 
1 7 0   I T R A N -  - 2  
G O  TO 2 7 0  
SHAPK ( I )  = NIITZ*'1TII (1) **2*h';L;Trlr (I) * * 2 *  (1. +SG! (T) ) * * I I / A T % / M E  (T) * * 2 /  
G O  T O  200 
180 IF ( I - E G - 1 - A N I j " J E ( 1 )  . F 3 . 9 . )  GC. TO lo'! 
l F F ( I ) / A B C L * C r l C L  (I) + T E ? l * *  ( l . / G K ? l )  
193 SHAPK (I)= 9 - 0 7  
200  P T I l I  (I) = RTH ( I )  *SI!TIIL (I) * (1 .  +SW (I) ) " * 7 / F F  II) / S O F T  ( T r y  1 )  
C 
C CPLCIJLATE RCRIT TO CHPCK F-PP TPSTP,E!TLTTY A ? ! >  T P A f i S r T I o N  
C 
C A L L  C U R V F T  ( C F C R , B C R I T , S H R P K  ( r )  .o,c;,o) 
TF ( S H A P K ( 1 )  .GT, - 0 7 )  PCRTT = 9. 3 1 6 3  
RCRIT= F X P  ( R C R I T )  
T F ( T N S T . N E . 0 )  G O  TO 2 1 0  
C 
C CHECK FOR I N S T A E I L I T Y  
C 
T F  (FTR1: (I) . L T . S C R I T )  GO TO 2 7 Q  
R I N S =  RTHI ( I )  
I N S T =  I 
GO TO 2 7 0  
C 
C CHFCK F C R  T P A N S I T I O N  
39 

1 0 1 0  FG!?!!P.T(/////, 101,751:IICI~IAC VALI!E:S i i F 3 F  ?'OT C I V T N  FOP T Y E  TP*!3YJI,U!J 
1T B O [ I N D A F Y  LAYEP AT STATTON 1 )  
1 0 2 0  FDRHAT (/////, 1 0 X , S O W I N I T I A L  VALUES L E P R  G T V E t I  F O B  T 3 Z  TnRL3IJLENT PO 
1IlNT)AFY  LAYER A ?  A STAGNATIOl'  P C I R T )  
1 0 3 0  F O R M A T ( / / / / / , 1 ~ X 8 ~ 4 H I V 1 ~ I A L  VALVES OTHFR TEnN ZUFO C E P E  GIVFN FOP 
1THY  LAYINAP D O I J N D A P Y  LAYER AT A STAGNATICW P C I N T )  
1 0 4 0   F O R Y A T ( / / / / / , l C X ,   1 9 b i - I F O R  TFTS I?JPUT DATA STATIOFJ 1 I S  4 S S I J F E D  TO J? 
1 E  A STAGKATTCW FOIE!T, STFCR MC INITI.41. TriICYWESSFS ARE  GTV??H./ 
2 1 0 X , 1 1 8 A I N   T H I S  CASE PVESSTJFF SHnlJL1:  CECPFASE  T?II%IALLY. ETTIiYF G 
3 I V E  A N  I K I T I A L  VALrJE FOR CISPLACF'IERT OR :!OYENTrlM TI?XCKPFSS,/  
410X,60110R B E G I N  WTTH A S!iCPT YEGIOF!  C F  FAVORABLE  PSESSIJRE  GRADIENT 
5.1 
1 C 5 0  FORBAT ( / / / / / , 1 0 X , 3 7 F E P P C R  T N  CCVPrJTIKG TNTEGPAL FOP CD3LN) 
1 C 6 0  F09f?AT(1H1///7X850HLAfi1NAR 3IFFEHE'BTTAL FOIJATIOY - S O L n T I O N  FO? CO 
1 0 7 0  F O R M A T ( ( S ( F 1 2 . 5 , 2 X , F 7 . 4 , 3 X ) ) ) )  
l C S 0  FORMAT (1!31/ / /1   Y,S9HLAMIKER  CnLCrlL.4TICN O F  I N S T A B I L I T Y  A N D  T R A N S I T 1  
1 0 N  I , O C A T I O N S / / / 1 X , 7 H S T A T I O N , ~ ~ , 5 t l C ~ ~ L N , ~ X , ~ H S ~ ~ E A R 8 ~ X 8 ~ ~ ~ T H , ~ X , 6 ~ F O  
2 R M T 9 , 4 X , 5 f 1 S H A ? L , 9 X , 4 ~ ~ R T H ~ , ~ X 8 ~ ~ l S 1 ~ A P K , a ~ , ~ H ~ C R ~ T 8 ~ X , 4 ~ K ~ A ? ,  I o X , U H D T  
3 F F , q X , S H F T R A N )  
1 0 9 0  FOPYAT ( / / / / / , l D X , S 5 B L A ~ I N A R  SDLTJTTCN H A S  PFOCEEnEC D R Y O K D  THF R A N G  
1 E  V I I F R E  IT I S  VALID) 
1 1 0 9  F O s ~ A T ( / / / / / , l ~ X , ~ s a ~ ~ R ~ R  IV CCP!PVTI!qG INTEGRAL FOR K R A P )  
l R L N / / / S  (24H S CCRLN 1 / / I  
1 1 1 0   F O R R A T ( / / / / / , l 9 X , S 4 H I F   I Y I T I A I .  TIJRPI!LFNT  VALUPS A R E :  G I V E N ,  THEY B O  
1 1 2 0  FOFMAT(I~,1X,5F10,4,1X,Fl2.l,lX,FlO.5,lX,Fl~~l) 
1 1 3 0  F O R N A T ( I 4 ,  l X , S F 1 0 . 4 ,  l X , F l 2 .  1 , 2 U K , F 1 2 . 5 , 1 X , F 1 2 . l , l x , € ' 1 2 . 1 )  
1 1 4 0  F o n ~ A T ( / / / / / , l O X , R S H L A m r N A R  S F P A P A T T g N  H A S  C C C I l P R F C .  AST;UYEI! TO RE 
1TH MUST FZ N C N Z E B C )  
1 TPANSITTON TC TUPBIJLENT FOl!?JEAPY LAYFF) 
EN I7 
STJDROIJTINF  TU?SLN 
rf.IEFTC  T JC9L  LIST,DECK 
41 
42 
3AA(100) ,EB(100) ,FF(100) ,I)UDS(100) ,DMDS(lOn) ,DMDL(100) 
lPORHI  (100) ,FORPITR (100)  ,RTH (100)  , R T H I  (100)  , C P  ( l o o ) ,  
1TAUW (100)  ,NUSS (100)  , D T D Y  (100)  ,HTRAN (100)  ,CRN (100)  
COMHON/C4/THET(100) ,DELSR(100) ,DELTA (100)  ,FORM (100)  
COMRON/CS/SHAPL (100)  ,SHAPK (100)  ,E, NS 
COflMON/C7/INST,ITRAN,ISEP 
R E A L  BE,NUSS 
C 
C PRINT LOCATIONS OF INSTABILITY,  TRANSITION, A N D  SEPARATION 
C 
. I F  ( K H A I N - N E .  1 )  G O  TO 60 
WRITE (6 ,1000)  
IF(INST.EQ.0) GO TO 10  
WRITE (6,1010)  INST 
GO TO 20 
10 WRITE (6 ,1020)  
20 I F  (ITRAN.LE.1) GO TO 3 0  
WRITE (6 ,1030)  L T R A N  
G O  TO 40 
30 WRITE (6 ,1040)  
40  I F  (ISEP.EQ.0) GO TO 50 
WRITE (6 ,1050)  ISEP 
G O  TO 6 0  
50 WRITE (6 ,1060)  
C 
C PRINT LOCATIONS OF L A M I N A R  A N D  TUPF?!JLENT B O O N D A R Y  LAYERS 
C 
60 I E N D  = ITRAN-1 
I F  (IFND.EQI-l.OR.IEND.FO.O) IEND=TSEP 
I F  ( I E N D .  EO. 0 )  TEID=NST 
I F  (KPIAIN-NE. 1)  GO TO 7 0  
I F  ( I T R A N - E Q .  1 )  WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 7 0 )  
I F  (ITRAN. NE. 1) WRITE (6 ,1080)  I E N D  
I F  (1TRAN.EQ.O) WRITE(6,1090) 
I F  (ITRAN. EQ. 1) WRTTE (6 ,1100)  T T R A N , T E N D  
7 0  I F  (ITRAN.LE.1) GO T O  80 
T E N D  = ISEP 
I F  ( I E N D - E Q .  0)  TEND=NST 
IF ( K M A I N . N E .  1 )  GO TO 9 0  
WRITE (6 ,1100)  I T R A N , I E N I )  
80 I F  ( K O D E  .EQ, 0 )  D E L S R U  = D F L S R ( I E N C ) / X M A X  
I F  ( K O D E  .EQ. 1 )  D E L S R L  = DELSR ( T E N D )  / X M A X  
WRITE (6 ,2000)  
2000 FORHAT (lH1,3SX,29HDTMENSIONED E L A D E  COORDTNATES, 3 6 X ,  24HANGLES OF 
*ROTATION ( D E G ) / / 3 7 X , 1 1 H U N C O R R E C T E D , l 4 X , ~ H C O B R E C T E D , ~ ~ X , l O H T R A N S L A T  
$ E D / / 1 X , 7 H S T A T I O N , 1 2 X , l H X , 2 3 X , l H Y , 2 l X , 5 H Y C ~ R ~ , l 8 X , S H Y T R A N )  
SIGN = +l .  
GSTAR = GSTARI*XMAX/CSTAR 
DO 170 I = l , I E N D  
YCORR = Y (I) t SIGN*AES (DELSR (I) /COS (ETA (I) ) 1 
YTRAN = YCORR - GSTAR 
ETAD = S7,2957796*ETA (I) 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 0 0 1 )  I ,X(I)  , Y  (I) ,YCORB,YTRAN,ETAD~ 
IF (KODE .EQ.r  0) SIGN = -1. 
2001 FORRAT (2X,I3,9X,4(F9.5,15X) ,F9.4) 
170 C O N T I N U E  
43 
C 
C PRINT  CALCULATED B O U N D A R Y  L A Y E R  FXFAMETPES 
C 
I F  (KMAIN  . E. 1 )  G O  TO 90 
W R I T E   ( 6 , 1 1 1 0 )  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 1 2 0 )  ( I , X ( I )  ,S ( I )  ,CFLSR ( I )  . T I ? E T ( r )  , D F L T A ( T )  , P Q R ! l ( I ) ,  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 1 3 0 )  
W R I T E   ( 6 , l l Y C )   ( 1 , C F  ( I )  .TAUU (I) ,FTH (I) ,DTDY (I) .NUSS (I) ,HTRAN ( I ) ,  
I F O R M I ( I )   , I = l , I E N D )  
l C P N   ( I )  ,I=l, IEND) 
C 
C COKPUTE B O U N D S  ON VFLOCITY  PROFILES 
C 
90  I F  (KFRCF-NE.1 )  RETURN 
W R I T E   ( 6 , 1 1 5 0 )  
I F  (ITFAN.NE.0) GC TO 100 
I L 1 =  2 
I T 1 =  0 
I T 2 =  0 
G O  TO 110 
100 I L 1 =  2 
r ~ 2 =  T E N D  
I L 2 =   I T R A N - 1  
I T 1 =   I T R A N  
I T 2 =  I E N D  
I F   ( I T I . E Q . 1 )   I T 1 = 2  
C 
C CAICULATE AND PRINT  LANINRR R O [ I N C A ! ? Y  LAYFP  VELCCITY  PROFILFS 
C 
110   NVP1=  NVP+1  
I F  ( I L 2 .  LT. I L 1 )  GO TO 1 4 0  
DO 130 I = I L l , I L 2  
W R I T E   ( 6 , 1 1 6 0 )  I 
A A A =  2, +SHAPL ( I )  /6. 
BEB= -. 5*SHAPL ( I )  
DDD= 1.-SHAFL ( I )  /6. 
DEL= D E L T A  (I) /FLOAT (NVP) 
YP= -DEL 
DO 1 2 0   J = l , N V P l  
ETAA = Y P / D E L T A ( I )  
Y X Y A X =  Y P / X  (NST) 
U U E  = ( (  (DDD*ETAA+CCC) *ETAA+BEB) *ETAA+AAA) *ETAA 
U= UUE*UE ( I )  
ccc= -2. +, ~ * S H A P L  ( r )  
re= Y P + D E L  
120  WRITE  (6 ,1180)   ETAA,YP,YX?IAX,U,UUE 
130 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE A N D  P R I N T  TURSULENT B O U N C A R Y  L A Y E R  VELOCITY  PROFILES 
C 
1 4 0   I F ( I T 1 , E Q - 0 )  RETURN 
DO 160  I = I T l , I T 2  
POWER= DELTA ( I )  /DELSR (I) -1. 
R R I T E  ( 6 , 1 1 7 0 )  I, POWER 
E E L =  DELTA (I) /FLOAT (YVP) 
YP= - D E L  
DO 150 J = l , N V P l  
YP= Y P + D E L  
ETAA = Y P / D E L T A ( I )  
44 
Y X Y A X  = Y ? / X M A X  
U U E  = ETAA** ( l , / P O K E R )  
U =  UUE*UE ( I )  




C FOFBAT  S ATPMENTS 
C 
1000 FORMAT ( l H l / / / l X ,   3 6 H P R I N C I P A L  FOIJNDARY  LAYER TNFORMATION///) 
1010 FOREAT  ( / lOX,31HINSTABILITY  OCCURS AT STATION ,131 
1020 FORMAT ( /1OX,26HINSTABILTTY DOES NOT OCCUR) 
1030 FOT(RAT ( /10X,30HTRANSITION  OCCURS AT STATTON ,I5) 
l C 4 0  FORMAT ( / l O X , 2 5 H T R A N S I T I O N  DOES NOT OCCUR) 
1050 FOPMAT (/10X,30€lSEPARATION  OCCURS AT STATION ,I3) 
1C60 FOPMAT ( / lOX,25HSEPARAT.ICN DOES NOT CCCUR) 
1070 FORHAT  (/1OX,37HLAMINAR R D U M D A R Y  LAYER DOES NOT OCCIJR) 
1080 FORNAT  (/1OX,42FILAYINAR EOUNDAPY  LAYER - STATTONS 1 TO ,131 
1C90 FORHAT  (/lOX,39RTORBOLENT  RCLlNDAFt ‘ L A Y E R  EOES NOT OCCUR///) 
1100 FORYAT  (/ iOX,35HTURBULENT B O U N D A E f Y  LAYER - S T A T I O N S , 2 X ,  
1110 P O R ~ A T ( / 1 X , 7 H S T A T I O M , R X , 1 R X , ~ ! ~ X , l 2 X , l H S , ~ 2 X , S H ~ E L S F , ~ ~ X , ~ H T H ~ T , l l ~ ,  
1 1 2 0  F O F M A T ( 2 X , I 3 , 3 X , 2 P 1 3 . 6 , F 1 4 . 6 , 1 X . F 1 4 . 6 , l ~ , F l 4 . ~ , l X , ~ F ~ ~ . 4 )  
1 1 3 0  FOPHAT(///1X,7HSTATION.6X,2HCF,13X,4HTAUW,llX,3HRT~,l4X,4HDT~~, 
1 1 4 0  P O R M A T ( I S , F 1 4 . 5 , 2 X , F l ~ ~ ~ , l X ~ ~ l ~ . l , C ~ X ~ F l ~ l . ~ , ~ X , F l 4 . ~ , l X ,  
1150 TOR!lAT(1H1///1X,17HVELOCITY P R O F I L E S / / / )  
1169 FORMAT (/lX,7HSTATION,lX,I5,2X,7HP~C~ILE/3X,7HY/~EL?~,9~, 
1 1 H Y ,  12X, 6 f l Y / X M A X ,  l o x ,  1 H i J , 7 2 X ,  UHTJ/UE) 
1170 FORMAT (/1X,7ASTATION.1X,I5,~X,7~PROPILE,2RX,1R~,2~N=,lX,F~.2/3X,7l~Y/~ 
1 E L T A , 9 X , l k Y , 1 2 X , 6 H Y ~ X M A X , l 0 X , l H U , l 2 X , 4 H ~ l ~ U ~ )  
1 1 8 0  F O B F A T ( ~ X , F ~ . ~ , ~ X , ~ G ~ ~ . F I , ~ X , F ~ . ~ , ~ X , F ~ I . ~ )  
113,6H TO ,13///) 
15HDELTA,1lX,~HFOFM,lOX,5HFORMI) 
113X,4HNUSS,lOX,5HHTRAN,12X,3HCRN) 
1 F 1 4 . 4 , 2 X I F 1 3 . 3 )  
END 
SUBROUTINE PONKUT 
S I E F T C  R U N K T  LTST,DECK 
C 
C RUNKUT SOLVES SICrJLTANEOrJS FIRST C F D C P  I V T T I A L  V A L U E  
C O R C I N A R Y  C I F F E P E N T I A L  E O U A T I O N S  
C 
C O ~ Y O N / C l / G A M , H , P T Z , T T ~ , ~ l P ~ A C ~ * ~ S T , ~ V P , N ? ~ J ? ~ , K P V ~ , ~ ~ ~ , K S ~ T H ,  
l K S P L N , K L E , K A T C H , C T H E T , D L n Y , T L A M , D T U F B , T L A ~ , ~ T U F R , T T ~ R ~ , K ~ R ~ , K G ~ A D , K S D E , K L A ~ ,  
2KMAIN,KPROF,X(100)  , Y  ( 1 0 0 )  ,PRFS ( 1 0 0 )  , U E ( 1 0 @ )  , M E ( 1 0 @ )  ,!‘OPT2 ( 1 0 0 ) .  
3VOVCR ( 1 0 0 )  ,TWAL(100) , E T A   ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON/C3/XOH (100)  , Y O R  ( 1 0 0 )   , S r l 0 0 )   , S O L ( l O C )   , A F ( 1 0 0 )   , T S E ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
l T A U L ( 1 0 0 )   , T A W T ( 1 0 0 )   , T 9 A R ( 1 0 0 )   , ? W ( 1 0 0 1   , S U ( l O @ )   , S U T b L ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
2 R H S W ( 1 0 0 )   , R H S E ( 1 0 0 )   , H E A D W ( 1 0 0 )   , H E A D E ( 1 0 0 )   , N I l W ( 1 0 0 )   , M U B A R ( 1 0 0 )  I 
3AA ( 1 0 0 )   , B B ( 1 0 0 )   , F F ( 1 0 0 )  ,DlJDS ( 1 0 9 )  ,PP!DS ( 1 0 0 )   , D M n L ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMCN/C6/FTRAN,FORMS 
C O ? l M O N / C 7 / I N S T , I T R A N , I S F P  
CO?!RON/CR/XTAB(S05) , Y T A B 1 ( 5 0 5 )   , Y T A B 2  (505) ,NTATr 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  X X , R X , Y Y , R Y , R u K , D F ~ , n O T ,  
REAL  HE,NUH,MUBAR 
D I M E N S I O N  Y Y  ( 2 )  ,FY ( 2 )  , Y I N C   ( 2 )  ,DCT ( 2 )  ,B[IK ( 2 , 4 )  
ITEM1  ,TEM2,TEM3,TEPl.4 ,TEM5 ,TEMh 
C 




DEL= O.O02*S (NST)  
Y Y  ( 2 )  = FORMS 
X X =  S ( ITRAN)  
N V = 2  
N T A B  = 1 
Y T A B l  ( 1 )  = Y Y  (1) 
YTAB2 ( 1 )  = Y Y  ( 2 )  
XTAB ( 1 )  = X X  
10 Y Y  (1)  =FTRAN 
C 
C SOLVE FOP PY (1) A N D  Y Y  ( 2 )  AT NEXT X X  INCREMENT 
C 
C SAVE P R E V I O U S   Y Y ( 1 )  A N D  Y Y ( 2 )  
20 D O  30 J = 1 , N V  
30 R Y  (J) = Y Y  ( J )  
R X =  X X  
C 
C CALCULATE NEW Y Y ( 1 )  A N D  Y Y  (2 )  
C 
C PUT D I F F E R E N T I A L  EQUATIONS IN T H E  FCRM OF 
C F I R S T  DERTVATTVE = RFMATNDER O F  EQUATION 
DO 90  L = 1 , 4  
CALL LGRNGE (S ,RE,NST,XX.ANSl )  
CALL LGSNGE(S,SW,NST,XX,ANS2) 
CALL LGRNGE (S,AA,NST,XX,ANS3) 
CALL L G R N G E  ( S ,  BB,NST, X X ,  ANS4) 
CALL LGRNGE(S,DnDS,NST,XX,ANSS) 
CALL L G R N G E ( S , T E A R , N S T , X X , A N S 6 )  
TEM1= 1.+ ( l . + A N S 2 ) * Y Y  ( 2 )  
TEM2= . 123*EXP  ( -1 .561*YY  (2)  ) *ANS3 
D O T ( l ) =  1 . 2 6 8 * ( - Y Y ( 1 ) / A N S 1 * A N S 5 * T E " 2 )  
TEM3= Y Y  ( 2 )  * ( Y Y  (2)  + l o )  * *2 *  (YY (2)-1.) 
TE?l4= l . + A N S 2 * ( Y Y ( 2 ) * Y Y ( 2 ) + 4 . * ~ Y ( 2 ) - 1 . ) / ( ~ Y Y ( 2 ) + l . ) * ( Y Y ( 2 ) ~ 3 . ) )  
TE!'lS= (YY(2)*YY(2)-1.)*YY(2)/YY(l)*(.123*EXp(-l,561+YY(2))*ANS3) 
TEM6= (YY(2)*Y~(2)-1,)/YY(1)**(.7886)*(,011*(YY(2)+1.)*(YY(2)-1,) 
DOT ( 2 ) =  - A N S 5 * . ! i / A N S 1 * T E l l 3 * T E M 4 + T E M 5 " 6  
DO 4 0  J = l , W V  
GO TO (50,50,70,90), L 
1**2/YY ( 2 )  **2*TTZ/ANS6) * A N 5 4  
C APPLY  THE PUNGA-KUTTA SCHERF 
40 R U K  ( J , L )  = CEL*DOT (J) 
5 0  DO 60 J = l , N V  
60 Y Y  ( J )  = R Y  ( J )  + R U K  ( J , L )  / 2 .  
X X =  R X + 3 E L / 2 .  
G O  TO 9 0  
70 D O  80 J = 1 ,  N V  
80  YY (J) = QY ( J )  + R U K  ( J , L )  
X X =  RXtDEL 
9 0  CONTTNUE 
C IKCREMENT  THE  CEPENCENT  VAPTABLES TO CBTP. IN PITEW YY(1)  A N D  Y Y ( 2 )  
DO 1 0 0  J=l,NV 
YIYC (J)  = ( R r l K  (J, 1) + 2 . * B U R  (J, 2)  +2.*FflP ( J ,  3 )  t R U K  ( J , 4 ) )  /6, 
100 Y Y  (J) = R Y  ( J )  + Y I N C  (J) 
C 




NTAB = NTAB+l 
YTAE1 (NPAE) = Y Y  ( 1 )  
Y T A E 2  (NTAE) = Y Y  ( 2 )  
X T B E  ( N T A E ) =  X X  
I F  (!!TAP2 (NTAB) .GT,  2 . 8 )  E E T U F N  
IF ( X X .  L T . S  ( B S T )  ) GC 'X0 20 
R E T U R N  
E N C  
$ I E P T C  SPLIN DECK 
SUBROUTINE SPLINE(X,Y,N,DYDX,D2YDX2) 
C 
C S P L I N E  FITS A S P L I N E  CURVE TO X A N D  Y 
C A N C  CALCULATES  FIRST AND SECOND  CBRTVATZVES AT THE S P L I N E   P O I N T S  
C ENC POINT  SECOND  ERIVATIVES E Q U A L  THOSE AT ADJACENT  POINTS 
C 
DIMENSION X (N) ,Y (N) , D Y D X  IN) ,D2YDX2 (N) 
DIMENSION G 4 1 0 0 )  ,H ( 1  00) 
G ( 1 ) =  -1. 
H ( 1 ) -  0. 
N 1 =  N - 1  
I F   ( N l . L T . 2 )  G O  TO 20 
DO 10 I=2,N1 
A =  ( X  (I) -X ( 1 - 1 )  ) /6. 
B= (X ( I t 1 )  - X  ( I ) )  /6.  
C= 2.* (A+B)-A*G (1-1)  
D= (Y(X+l)-Y(I))/(X~Itl)-X(~))-(Y(I)-Y~I-~))/~X(I)-X(~-l)) 
G ( I ) =  B/C 
10 H (I)= (D-A*H ( 1 - 1 )  ) /C 
20 D 2 Y D X 2 ( N ) =   H ( N l ) / ( l . + G ( N l ) )  
DO 30 I = 2 , N  
K= N+1- I  
30 D2YDX2 (K)= H ( K )  -G ( K )  *D2YDX2 ( K + 1 )  
D Y D X ( l ) =  (X(l)-X(2))/6,*(2.*D2YCX2(1)+D2YCX2(2))+(Y (2 ) -Y  ( I ) ) / ( X ( 2 )  
1-x ( 1 )  1 
DO 40 I=2 ,N  
40 DYDX(1) = ( X  ( 1 ) - X   ( 1 - 1 )  )/6.* (2.*D2YDX2 ( I )  tD2YDX2 (1 -1 )  ) + (Y ( I )  - Y  ( 1 - 1 ) )  
I/ (X (1) - x  (I- 1) ) 
RETURN 
E N D  
SUBROUTINE LGRNGE (X.Y,N,ARG,ANS) 
S I E F T C  LGRNGV  DECK 
C LINEAR  INTERFOLATION  (REPLACES  4-POINT  LAGRANGE) 
DIMENSION X (N) , Y  (N) 
I F  (ARC .GE, 0.80*X ( 1 ) )  GO TO 2 
WRITE (6,100) A R G , X  ( 1 )  , X  (N) 
100 FORMAT (9HO  (LGRNGE) ,5X, l O H A B S C I S S A   = . E 1 3 , 5 , 2 7 H  I S  OUT O F  RANGE - * X ( 1 )   = , E 1 3 . 5 , 5 X , 6 H X ( N )  =,El3,5/15X,27HEXTRAPOLATED VALUE RETURNED 
*) 
2 N L I = N - 1  
DO 3 I=2,NH 
I F  (ARG .GT. X (I) ) GO TO 3 
G O  T O  4 
n = ~  
47 
3 CONTINfJE 
I F  (ARG .LE. 1 , 2 0 * X ( N ) )  G O  TO !i 
WRITE (6 ,100)  ARG,X (1)  , X  (N) 
5 M = N  
4 AWS = Y ( M )  + ( Y  (M)  - Y (!I-1) )/(X (H) - X (“1) ) * ( A R G  - X ( Y ) )  
RETURN 
E N D  
F U N C T I O N  S I H P S l  ( X i , X 2 . P U N C , K S I G )  
D I f l E N S I O N  V (200)  ,H (200) , A  (200) ,B (200) ,C (200) # p  (200) ,E (200) 
L O G I C A L  S P I L L  
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  ANS,Q 
DATA TWC,THREF,FOUR,THTRTY/2.O,3.O,~~O,3O~O/ 
DATA T,NMAX,NSIG/3.0E-5,200,1/ 
v = x 1  
H=  (X2-V) /TUC 
A=PlJNC  (V) 
B=FUNC (V+H) 
C=PIINC  (X2) 
P=H* (A+FCUP*B+C) 
E=  P 
ANS=P 
N =  1 
FR AC=T 
SPTLL=.FALSE.  
K = N  
DO 30 I=l,K 
I F  (AES ( E ( 1 ) )   . L F . T E S T )  GO TO 30 
I F  (N.LT.NHAX) G C  TO 2 0  
S P I L L = - T R U E .  
K S I G = K S I G + N S I G  
G O  TO 40 
B I E F T C  SIMP DECK 
C I N I T I A L I Z E   F I R S T  E L E Y E N T S  OF A R R A Y S .  
10 TEST=ABS  (PRAC*ANS) 
C T F S T  MAGNITUDE O F  4TH ORDEF ‘ Z R q O R  IN THIS I N T E P V A L .  
C G O  TO F I N I S H  IF STORAGE IS F I L L E D  UP. 
C S U E D I V I D F   I N T E R V q L  A G A I N  T O  -&EBUCF, 4TR O R D E R  E R E O P .  
20 N = N + 1  
V ( N ) = V  ( I )  +H (I) 
A ( N ) = R  ( I )  /TWO 
A ( N ) = E ( I )  
B (N) =FUNC  (V  (N) + H  (N) ) 
C (N) = C  (I) 
P (N) =H (N) * ( A  (N)  +FOUR*i? ( 8 )  + C  (N) ) 
H ( I )  = H  (N) 
B ( I )  =FUNC (V (I) +H (I) ) 
C ( I ) = A  ( N )  
Q=P (I) 
Q-P (I) + P  ( Y )  -0 
ANS=ANS+Q 
E (I) = C  
E (N) =O 
P ( I ) = H  (I) * ( A  (TI + F O U R * B  (x) t c  ( 1 ) )  
30 CONTINUF 
C T E S T  ALL INTERVALS A G A I N  I F  R N Y  W E R E  S I J F C T V I C E D  TIiE  LAST  IME. 
I F  (N.GT.K) GO TO 10 
DO 50 I = 1 , N  
40 O = Q . O  
50 O=R+E (I) 
48 
” 
C TIGHTEN ERROR L I H I T  I F  TOTAL ACCUMULATED  ERROR TOO LARGE. 
I F  ( A B S  (Q/T) .LE,ABS  (ANS)  .OR,SPTLL) G O  TO 60 
FRAC=FRAC/TWO 
GO TO 10 
C FINISH CALCULATION, 




S I E F T C  CURVF DECK 
C 
C EVALUATE THE POLYNOHIAL  FUNCTION,  ANS=F(X,Y) , U S I N G  C O E F F I C I E N T S ,   C O E F  
C 
DIHENSION COEF (20)  
A X 1  = NX+1 
N Y 1  = N Y + l  
A N S  = C O E P ( 1 )  
I F  (X,Eg..O.AND.YIEg..O) R E T U R N  
I F  (Y-EQ..O) G O  TO 10 
. I F  (X.EQ..O) G O  TO 30 
G O  TO SO 
10 DO 20 I=2 ,NX1 
2 0  A N S  = A N S + C O E F ( I )  *X** ( 1 - 1 )  
RETURN 
K = ( I - I ) * N X l + l  
RETURN 
50 ANS = - 0  
DO 60 I = l , N Y l  
DO 60 J = l , N X 1  
K = ( I - I ) * N X l + J  
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE  AFRIX (ALPA1,DELS,DELP,THETS,THFTP,TE,SP,XMFS1) 
30 DO 40 1 = 2 , N Y l  
40  ANS = ANS+CCEP ( K )  *Y** ( 1 - 1 )  
60  ANS = ANS+COEP ( K )  *Y** ( I -  1 )  * X * *  ( J - 1 )  
BIEPTC  AFTMIX  LIST,CECK 
DIMENSION X X X  ( 1 0 0 )  , Y Y Y  ( 1 0 0 )  , S S S  ( 1 0 0 )  
C O H H O N / G A H P ~ / G M P l , G ~ f l l  
C O M M O N / C l / G A M , R , P T Z , ~ T Z , ~ l P M A C ~ , N S T , N V F , N T U R B , K P V ~ , K E N , K S N T H ,  
l R S P L A , K L E , K A T C B , C T H E T , D L A M , T L A H , D T U R B , ~ T U R ~ , K P R E , K G R A D , K S D E , K L A N ,  
2 K H A I N , K P R O P , X ( 1 0 0 )  .Y ( 1 0 0 )   , P R E S ( 1 0 0 )   , U E ( 1 0 0 )   , M E ( 1 0 0 )  ,POPTZ ( l o o ) ,  
3YOVCR ( 1 0 0 )  , T W A L  ( 1 0 0 )   , E T A   ( 1 0 0 )  
C O H f l O N / C 3 / X O H ( 1 0 0 )  , Y O M ( 1 0 0 )  , S ( 1 0 0 )  , S O L ( l O O )  , A E ( 1 0 0 )  , T S E ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
lTAWL ( 1 0 0 )  ,TAWT ( 1 0 0 )   , T B A R ( 1 0 0 )  ,PW ( 1 0 0 )  ,SW ( 1 0 0 )  ,SUTHL ( l o o ) ,  
2 R H S W ( 1 0 0 )  , R H S E ( 1 0 0 )  , H E A D W ( 1 0 0 )  , H E A D E ( 1 0 0 )  , N U W ( 7 0 0 )  . M U F A R ~ 1 0 0 ) ,  
3 A A ( l O O )  ,BB(100) , P F f l O O )  , D U D S ( l Q O )  , D M C S ( 1 0 0 )   , D M D L ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON/C4/THET ( 1 0 0 )   , D E L S I ?   ( 1 0 0 )   , D E L T A   ( 1 0 0 )  ,FCPH ( 1 0 0 )  , 
1 F O R M I ( 1 0 0 )  , F O R M T R ( 1 0 0 )  , R T H ( 1 @ 0 )  ,RTHIf100) , C F ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
lTAUW ( 1 0 0 )   , N U S S ( 1 0 0 )  ,DTDY (100)  ,HTRAN ( 1 0 0 )  , C R N  ( 1 0 0 )  
EQUIVALENCE  (X,XXX),  (Y,YYY), (S,SSS), (NST,N) 
REBL HE 
RODE = 0 
WRITE (6,s) 
XALPHl  = ALPHl  
ALPHI = A L P H 1 * 0 . 0 1 7 4 5 3  
5 PORPlAT(1H1,20X,22HAFTERMIXING PROPERTTES)  
49 
2 VVCFl = SQF.T( (GMP1/2 ,*XMFS1**2) / ( I .+G"1 /2 .*X~~S1**2)  1 
XX=SP*COS (ALPHI) 
DELSRT= (DELS+DELP) / X X  
THETA- (THETSiTHETP) /XX 
DTE = TE/XX 
AFSl = GllPll/GHP1*VVCR1**2 
A = 1 -0-DELSRT-DTE-THETA 
Al= 1.0-DELSRT-DTE 
IF (A .LE, 0-0) GO TO 16 
IF (KODE .EQ, 0) WRITE (6,l) 
1 PORRAT (1H0,  10X,39HROTOR  WITR NO BOUNDARY LAYER CORRECTION) 
C = ( (l,-AFSl)-*GRPl/  (2.*GA!l) + (CCS (ALFHI) ) **2* 
1A*VVCR1**2)/  (COS (ALPH1)  *Al*VVCRl) 
D = VVCRl*SIN  (ALPHI) * A / A  1 
VXVCR2 = GAH*C/GMPl-SQRT ( (GAM*C/CRFl)  **2 
GO TO 4 
URITE (6,10) 
VXVCR2 = GAR*C/GHPl+SORT ((GAR*C/GMFl)  **2 
1-1. +GH#1/GHP1*D**2) 
3 KODE=2 
10 FORFAT (1H0, lox, 19HSUPERSONIC SOLUTICN) 
1-1.+Gflfl1/GMP1*D**2) 
U DENCH = GEM  1/GMP1* (D**2+VXVCF2**2) 
IF (CENCH.GE. 1.0) RETURN 
DENSR2 = (l.-GP!Tl/GflPl* (D**2+VXVCR2**2) ) 
DENSRl = ~./((1.+GIM1/2.*XMFS1*~2)** (l./GM!!l)) 
PR2 = DENSP2**GAM 
PT2PTO- (DENSRl*VVCRl*COS (AtPHl)*Al)/(DENSR2*VXVCR2) 
PTOP2 = 1.0/ (PT2PTO*PR2) 
1** (l./GrlMl) 
ERAF.2 = ((PT2PTO) ** f-GMMl/GAM)-l,) / (PTOP2** 
ETAN = 1.0-EEAR2 
VVCR2 = SORT (D**2+VXVCR2**2) 
XW2 = SQRT ( ( (2./GMPl)  *VVC92**2)/ (1 .- (GMM 1/GMP1) 
T2TTO = l.-GNMl/GMPl*VVCR2**2 
AL?A2 = ATAN (O/VXVCR2) 
X M X l  = XMFSl*COS(AL?Hl) 
XMX2 = XH2*CCS  (ALPH2) 
ALPH2 = ALPH2*57.2958 
WRITE(6,6) XMFSl8SP,TE,XPl2,VVCR1,XNX1,XMX2 
1 (GUMl/GAM) -1.) 
1*VVCR2**2) ) 
6 FORNAT(lH0,7HXHPSl  =,F6.4,2X,9HSPACING =,F7-6,2Xe4HTE = , F 7 . 5 , 2 X ,  
15HXH2 =,F6.4,2X,8HV/VCRl =, F6. 3,2X8hHXMX1 =,F6. 3,2X,6HXMX2 =,F6.3) 




IF (KODE .EC. 2 ) RETUPhT 
IF ( KODP.EQ. 1 ) GO T O  3 
WRITE (6,201 
KOCE = 1 
GO TO 2 
E N D  
16 SP = SP + (DELS + DELP)/COS (ALPHI) 
2 0  FORMAT (lHO,lOX,36HROTOR WITH E C U N C A R Y  LAYER  CORFECTTON) 
50 
B I E F T C  FIJ'U'C DECK 
SUEHOUTTNE  FUNCT  (XX,FX,!?FX,TNF) 
C O ~ n O N / G A R P ~ / s ~ l P l , ~ n ~ 1  
C O M ~ O N / C 1 / G A M , S , P T % , T T Z , ~ l ? ~ A C ~ 8 ~ l S T , N V ~ , N T ~ ~ ~ ~ , K P V ~ , K F ~ , ~ S ~ ? H ,  
l K S P L N , K L E , K A T C H , C T H E T , D L A n , T L A M . n T n F E , T T r J ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ E , ~ ~ ~ A ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ , K ~ A ~ ,  
2 K I A I N , K P B O F , X ( 1 ' ) 3 )   , Y ( l g O )  ,PRF.S ( 1 0 0 )  ,UE(100) , M E ( l Q O )   , P 3 P T Z ( 1 0 3 )  , 
3VOVCR (1001 , ' I W A L ( 1 0 0 )   , E T A   ( 1 0 0 )  
C ~ ~ M O N / C 2 / P S Z , T S Z , ~ l Z . A S Z , A T Z , F H S Z , R H T X , M U S Z , M U T Z 8 ~ ~ ~ ! S Z , N ~ l ~ Z , C P ,  
lPR ,TC,ARCL 
COMMON/C3/XCM (100) ,YOM ( 1 0 0 )  , S  f 1 0 0 )  , S O L ( 1 9 0 )  ,AE ( l n o )  .TST ( 1 0 0 )  , 
lTAWL(100)   ,TAWT.( lO( l )   ,TBAP (100)  , R W  ( 1 0 0 )  ,SK ( 1 r ) O )  ,SUTYL ( l o g ) ,  
2RHSY(100) , R H S E ( 1 0 0 )   , H E A D C ( 1 0 0 ) , H E A C E ( 1 0 0 )  ,NrJS(100)  , M U F 4 P ( 1 0 0 1 ,  
a A A ( 1 0 0 )   , B B ( 1 6 0 ) , P F ( 1 0 0 )  , D l I C S ( 1 0 0 ) , D M C S ( l O D )  , D K E L ( l O ( ! )  
REAL M U S Z , N U S Z , M U T Z , N ~ l T Z , ~ ~ ~ N ~ J W , R U P A R  
I N F  = 0 
B 1 = 1. +GHN1/2.  *ME (1) **2 
B 2 =   1 , + ( 2 . 7 9 - 1 , 7 R * P R * * . 5 ) * (   ( l . + S U ( 1 ) ) * 1 ! 1 - 1 . 1  
B 3  = -NUTZ*SUTHL(l)*ARCL/ATI./CMCL(I) *Pl**((3.-GAM)/(2.*r;M~l)) 
R 4 =  - 1-11 38*B2 
B5= 2,38411*E2+(4,65*PR**(1./~-)-3.~~*P"**.~)*P~**.S* f R 1 - 1 . )  
FX= ( B 3 * X X )  **, 5 *  (Br(*XX+ES) 
IF (XX.EO.0.) GO TO 10 
DFX= .5* (E3*XX) ** (-. 5) *F3* ( E 4 * X X + E 5 )  + n k *  ( R 3 * X X )  **. 5 
RETTJRN 
DFX = 1 . E 1 0  
RETIJRN 
E N D  
SUBROUTINE ROOTB ( A , B , Y , F U N C T , T C L P E Y , J . D F X )  
10 I N F  = 1 
S I E F T C  ROTB C E C K  
C 
C R O O T  PINCS A ROOT FOR (FIINCT-Y)  I N  THE  TNTFFVAL ( A , B )  
c 
X 1 =  A 
x 2 =  9 
CALL  F ' r J#CT(X1 ,FX1 ,DFX, INF)  
10  D O  30 I = 1 , 2 0  
x =  ( X l + X 2 )  /2 .  
CALL  FUNCT ( X , F X , D F X , I N F )  
I F  ( ( F X l - Y ) * ( F X - Y )  .GT.O.) GC TO 20 
x 2 =  x 
G O  TO 30 
2 0  x l =  x 
F X 1 =  FX 
30  CONTINUE 
IF ( A E S  (Y-FX) ,LT.TOLERY) BETURN 
W??ITE(6,1900)  A,B,Y 
STOP 
lC0D FORHAT( / / / / 4X849HR0OT H A S  P A I E E C  TO CONVFRGE IN THE G T V E N  INTF3VAL 
1 / 4 Y , 3 H A  = , G 1 4 . 6 , 1 0 X , 3 H B   = , G 1 4 . h , l O X , 3 P Y   = , G 1 4 . 6 )  
E N D  
5 1  
R I ' E F T C  I V T G I  C E C K  
PEAL F U N C T I O N  I N T 1  (XX) 
KEAL ME.NIJW,?lUBAR,TYTl 
CALL L G R N G E ( S O L , ~ E , N S T , X X , ~ ~ S )  
I N T 1  = ANS**(f3-1.)/((1-+GVMl/2.*iINS**?)** 
FETURN 
E N D  
B I E F T C  I N T G 2  DECK 
PEAL  FUNCT'ICN  INT2 ( X X )  
1 ( ( 3 . * G A & " . ) /  ( 2 . * G M K l )  ) ) 
C O f ~ O N / C l / C A ~ , R , P T Z , T T Z , I J ? ~ A C H , N S T , ~ V P , N T t J R I ! , K P V ~ , K F M . K S ~ T H ,  
l K S P L N , K L P , K A T C H , C T H € , T . ~ L ~ ~ , T L A ~ l , ~ T r J ~ B , ~ T ~ ~ ~ , K P ~ ~ , K G R A D , K S D ~ , K L A ~ ,  
2KMAIN,KPROF,X( lOQ)  ,Y (IO(!) , P P F S ( l r ) O )  , r J E ( l D r ) )  , i ' l E ( 1 0 0 )   , P O ? T Z ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
3 V O V C R ( 1 0 0 )  , ' I W A L ( 1 0 0 )  . E T A  1 1 0 0 )  
CO!lMON/C3/XCM (100 )  , YO5 (100)  ,S ( l p n )  , S O L  ( 1 0 0 )  , AE ( 1 0 0 )   , T S E  (100) , 
1TFWL(100)  ,TAWT (100) ,TEAR ( 1 0 0 )  , R Y  (100)  ,SW ( 1 0 0 )   , S U T H L ( 1 9 0 ) ,  
21 )HSW(lT)O)  ,PHSE(100)  ,HFADW(lf!O) , H E A C E ( l P ~ ) , N U W ( l O O )   , M U B A R ( 1 0 0 ) ,  
3 A A ( 1 0 0 )   , ? B ( 1 0 0 ) , F F ( 1 0 0 )   , o U D S ( l 0 O ) , D f l D S ( l C I ? )   , D M D L ( 1 0 0 )  
COMflON/CS/SHAPL (100)  , S H A P K ( 1 0 0 )  ,R,NS 
PEAL HE,NUW,MUBAP,XNT2 
IF (NS-LT,  4) GO TO 1 0  
CALL L Y R N G E  (SOL,SHAFK,KS,XX, INT2)  
F E T U P N  
1 0  DO 2 0   J - 2 , N S  
IF (SOL ( J )  .LT, XX) GO TO 2 0  
I N T 2 =   S H F P K  (hJ-1) + ( S P A P K  ( t J )  - S l ! h F K  ( J - 1 )  ) * ( X X - S O L  ( J - 1 )  ) / ( S O L  ( J )  -SOL ( J  
1 -1 )  1 
!'FTUPh' 
20  C c ? N T J N [ J E  
RETUFM 
E N D  
Lewis  Research  Center, 
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PROGRAM CHANGES FOR A GAS OThER THAN  AIR 
The  program  gas  properties are set up for air. This  program  can  be  easily  changed 
so that it applies  to  gases  other tharl air. The  changes  are all made  in  subroutine 
PBECAL. 
The  coefficients  read in by the DATA statements of CMU, CPR,  and  CTC a r r a y s  
must  be  changed.  The  equations  for  the  curve fits have  the  following  form: 
4 
pr = a2 + b 2 ( c )  + c 2 ( 6 ) '  + d 2 ( ) '  + el(") 
= a3 + b 3 ( x )  + c 3 ( X ) '  + d 3 ( 2 ) 3  + e 3 ( 2 )  4 
ksz Tsz Tsz Tsz TS1 
If the  number of coefficierlts  changes  from  five  in  any  case,  this  must  be  reflected  both 
in  the DATA statements  and  later  in  the  calls on  CURVFT  where ChU,  CPR,  and  CTC 
are  used, If the  properties  are put in a different  form,  these  cards  must  be  removed. 
The  sea-level  reference  values in U. S. customary and SI units of temperature 
(TSLE, TSLM), viscosity (MUSLE, MUSLM), and thermal conductivity (TCSLE, TCSLM) 
must  be  changed. 
The  value of Sutherland's  constant  (TCON)  and  the  computation of ksu  (SUTHL (1)) 
wi l l  have to be changed. A temperature-viscosity law of the  following  form w a s  used: 
Where ks, for air was used: 
1/2 To + TCON 
ksU = ($) ( T  + TCON) 




This output is obtained when KPRE, KGRAD, KSDE, KLAM, and KPROF are set  
equal  to 1. 
The output corresponding  to  KPRE are the  geometric  variables: 
X X-coordinate,  m; f t  
Y Y-coordinate,  m; f t  
S surface  length, x, m; ft 
XOM ratio of X to C* 
YOM ratio of Y to C* 
SOL ratio of surface length to total arc length 
The next part  of the output gives  the  local  speed of sound  and several  temperatures: 
AE local  free-stream  speed of sound, m/sec;  ft/sec 
TSE static  temperature, K; OR 
TWAL wall  temperature, K; OR 
TAWL laminar  recovery  temperature, K; OR 
TAWT turbulent recovery temperature, K; O R  
TBAR reference  temperature, K; OR 
The  final  part of this output gives 
RW Reynolds  number at wall, RW = (UE)(S)/NUW 
sw temperature  function at wall 
SUTHL value of the coefficient in Sutherland's viscosity temperature 
RHSW static  density  based on the wall temperature, kg/m ; slug/ft 
RHSE static  density  based on free-stream  temperature,  kg/m ; slug/ft 
HEADW velocity head based on the density at wall, N/m ; lbf/ft 






NUW kinematic  viscosity at wall, m  /sec; f t  /sec a 2 
MTJBAR dynamic viscosity based on reference temperature, (N)(sec)/m2; 
(lbf)(sec)/ft2 
Output corresponding  to KGRAD contains  the  three  gradients of velocity  and  Mach 
number'along  the  surface  computed  by  finite  difference  methods: 
DUDS dUE/dx, sec-' 
DMDS dME/dx, m- l ;  ft-' 
DMDL dME/dSOL 
Output corresponding  to KSDE contains  the  numerical  solution of the  laminar  and 
turbulent  differential  boundary-layer  equations.  In  the  laminar  case,  the  solution is the 
correlation number CORLN. In the turbulent case, the solution is the incompressible 
form  factor FORMI, and a function F of the momentum thickness. These solutions are 
printed with respect  to the surface  length S. 
Output corresponding  to KLAM contains  the  variables  used  in  the  laminar  subroutine 
to  check €or the  position of instability  and  transition.  The  three  variables, RTHI (in- 
creasing  from  station  to  station)  and RCRIT and RTRAN (decreasing  from  station  to sta- 
tion), are used in this analysis. When RTHI becomes  larger  than RCRIT, instability  has 
occurred. When RTHI becomes  larger  than RTRAN, transition is assumed  to  occur. 












correlation  number 
shear  parameter 
ratio of transformed  displacement  thickness  to  transformed  momentum 
thickness 
transformed  form  factor 
Pohlhausen  shape  factor  based on boundary-layer  thickness 
incompressible  momentum-thickness  Reynolds  number 
dimensionless  shape  factor  based on momentum  thickness 
critical  incompressible  momentum-thickness  Reynolds  number 
mean  shape  factor  based on momentum  thickness 
difference  between  transition  and  instability  momentum-thickness  Reynolds 
numbers 
incompressible  momentum-thickness  Reynolds  number  used  in  checking  for 
transition  point 
55 
Output  corresponding  to KPROF contains  the  velocity  profiles at each  station  along 
the surface. The output listed is 
Y/DELTA ratio of distance normal to surface in y-direction in boundary-layer profile 
to  boundary-layer  thickness 
Y distance  normal  to surface  in y-direction  in boundary-layer  profile, m; f t  
Y/XMAX ratio of Y to XMAX 
U velocity  within  boundary  la er,  m/sec; ft/sec 
U/UE ratio of U of free-stream  velocity 
56 
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